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Abstract 
The economic situation in South Africa has in recent years presented considerable 
challenges for mining corporations to stay globally competitive. One of the challenges has 
been the increase in average electricity costs, which contributed especially to large 
corporates experiencing a rise from 7% to 20% in total operational expenses since 2007. 
This was brought about by the escalation of cost of the current electricity sources, namely 
diesel generators and grid connections to the state-owned electricity provider Eskom. 
Forecasts for the next decade indicate that this trend will continue at similar rates. It is also 
the case that recurring blackouts or load shedding have decreased the reliability of Eskom.  
 
The technological and economic progress of renewable electricity sources in recent years 
has increased their attractiveness in comparison to the current sources. The use of 
renewable sources is, thus, a potential opportunity for mining corporations to reduce long-
term electricity costs, diversify energy supply, become less dependent on fuel price 
volatility, decrease greenhouse gas emissions and show green leadership. However, with 
only one pilot hybrid diesel generator and solar photovoltaic project being realised in South 
Africa so far, the progress on the renewables front has only recently made it worthwhile for 
mining corporations to consider renewable sources. 
 
The purpose of this research was, therefore, to investigate a possible fit regarding how 
renewable electricity sources can perform within South African mining operations with their 
specific characteristics. Consequently, to maximise the contribution to this field, it was 
important to include in the study, the perspective of mines on evaluating possible electricity 
sources.  
 
The research process consisted of three phases. The first phase comprised a literature 
review, to investigate the influences on the possible use of renewables for mining 
operations in South Africa. During the second phase, a literature review was conducted to 
identify the best approach for the analysis of electricity sources, combining the external 
environment and an evaluation of internal processes of mining corporations. The multi-
criteria decision analysis approach was selected. This was followed by an investigation of 
the different multi-criteria decision analysis methods. The multi-attribute value theory 
method was identified as the most suitable to be used, with specific adaptations for this 
study. Previous adaptations to similar cases in energy planning were analysed. The third 
phase involved conducting semi-structured interviews to reveal the internal evaluation 
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criteria used by mining corporations to evaluate electricity sources. Based on interviews 
with four mining corporations and five energy companies, the model was created and 
implemented.  
 
The results of the study may contribute to the field of multi-criteria decision analysis and 
energy planning of mining corporations in that new insights were gained regarding the 
implementation of a multi-criteria decision analysis method to a corporate, especially 
mining, environment in energy planning. The outcome showed that the more profit-
oriented nature and special characteristics of mines had an impact on the selection of 
evaluation criteria. Previous multi-criteria decision analysis approaches were conducted for 
governmental or general purposes. 
 
The main results of the study contribute towards the performance of renewables for mining 
operations in South Africa. The analysis identified the current sources of diesel generators 
and grid-connection to Eskom in hybrid versions with either solar photovoltaic, on-shore 
wind or geothermal power, as the most attractive renewable options. The business model 
of self-generation was selected as most promising. To focus on technologies and reduce 
variables, the project had to be funded through of own-investment. 
 
The implementation and analysis of the multi-attribute value theory method showed that 
the hybrid versions with solar photovoltaic and on-shore wind always performed favourably 
in comparison with diesel generators or Eskom grid-connection alone. The advantage over 
diesel generators is significantly higher than over Eskom grid-connection. In combining the 
macro-economic influences with the multi-attribute value theory results of this study, hybrid 
solar versions are identified as having the greatest potential. Hybrid wind solutions were 
placed second in the evaluation, as favourable wind conditions occur only in coastal 
regions where there are fewer mining activities. Geothermal hybrid versions were selected 
as the least favourable owing to a low service infrastructure and high initial investment 
costs.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1  Background and motivation 
This section provides a brief overview of the background of and motivation for the study. 
To assure internal consistencies of the various sections cross-referencing is done where 
necessary.  
 
The cost of electricity for mining corporations in South Africa has substantially increased in 
the past few years. Currently, electricity is supplied mainly by Eskom1 and, especially in 
remote locations, by on-site diesel generators (Boyse et al., 2014). Electricity price 
increases resulting from diesel price hikes and Eskom tariffs, have escalated the total 
operational expenditure of the largest mining corporations on electricity from 7% to 20% in 
the past seven years (see sections 2.2; 2.6) (EIUG, 2015). The reliability of electricity 
supplied by Eskom has also decreased drastically (Govender, 2008; Odendaal, 2015) and 
it is predicted that the prices will increase annually by at least 13% till 2018 (Numbi et al., 
2014; Eskom, 2015c). The diesel price is also predicted to increase annually by at least 
7% in South Africa during the next decade (see section 2.3) (OPEC, 2014; South African 
Reserve Bank, 2015). In addition, the South African government plans to launch a carbon 
emission tax, which could increase the electricity price of current electricity sources (see 
section 2.4) (Alton et al., 2014).  
 
The past and predicted future electricity price escalations in South Africa could damage 
the global competitiveness of mining corporations (Creamer, 2012). Moreover, the 
uncertainty around reliable electricity supply and carbon emissions management hinders 
possible future development (see sections 2.2; 2.3; 2.6) (Kohler, 2014).  
 
Given this scenario, the usage of renewable sources of energy has the potential to be an 
opportunity for mining corporations to reduce long-term electricity costs, diversify energy 
supply, be less dependent on fuel price volatility, decrease greenhouse gas emissions, 
and show green leadership (Nicolas, 2014). Thus, the combination of technological 
progress regarding renewable sources and factors in the external environment, like 
increasing fossil fuel prices and pressure to become greener, increases the attractiveness 
of renewable sources for mining corporations (Roehrl and Riahi, 2000; Crespo, 2015a). 
                                            
1 South Africa’s state-owned electricity provider (Eskom, 2015e)  
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Based on this development, the usage of renewables for mining operations globally only 
started to increase meaningfully in 2012, including the so far first and only pilot 1 MW 
project in South Africa (see section 2.3.2). To assist mining corporations in evaluating this 
new developing opportunity, more research should be conducted about renewable energy 
technologies and a possible fit to their specific needs, depending on their own perspective 
(see sections 2.2 - 2.4; 2.6) (Crespo, 2015b). Moreover, mining corporations are relatively 
new customers for renewable energy companies, as present target customers are mostly 
governmental organisations, electricity suppliers and private residential bodies (Day, 
2014). 
 
Research can contribute to the optimisation of the evaluation process for mining 
corporations to understand if and how renewable energy technologies could fit their needs 
and for energy companies to learn how to approach these potential new customers (see 
section 1.4.1) (Steinhaeuser et al., 2012). One of the outcomes of several renewables and 
mining summits2 worldwide is the fact that mining corporations have to be better educated 
about the concept of renewable sources in the context of their unique operational 
demands (Judd, 2014b).  
 
1.2  Evolution of the research focus  
The evolution of the research focus of this study was a lengthy process – and with the end 
in mind the following sections help to understand the process and steps to reveal the 
maximum potential to create knowledge. The foundational thought behind this study was 
to increase transparency and knowledge regarding the new evolving opportunity for large-
scale electricity users in South Africa to use renewable electricity sources to counteract the 
current negative developments surrounding current sources. With each attempt by the 
researcher to approach a possible solution to add value to this foundational thought, more 
information was collected and experience was gained, which eventually made it possible 
to find the solution presented in this study. A timeline of the main steps in the evolution of 
the research focus is presented in Figure 1.1.  
                                            
2 Summits of mining corporations and renewable energy companies took place from 2013, 
with the aim of developing and discussing the use of renewables for mining operations 
(Energy and Mines, 2015). 
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Figure 1.1: Evolution of the research focus 
 
Throughout the whole research process contact with consulting firms, energy companies, 
mining corporations and academic experts provided enormous assistance to find the best 
possible approach to investigate the opportunity of renewable sources for large-scale 
electricity users. The following section introduces each attempt briefly and provides the 
main motive to move forward: 
 
x A strategic planning process – This was the first attempt to increase transparency for 
independent renewable energy companies on how to enter the South African market 
and specifically, how to approach mining corporations. Firstly, the study would have 
conducted an investigation to identify possible on-site renewable electricity sources 
and compare the analysis to currently used on-site diesel generators. Secondly, a 
market analysis would have been conducted to evaluate mining corporations, which 
are more or less attractive targets for renewable energy projects. Lastly, possible 
strategies to approach and realise projects with the identified mining corporations 
would have been investigated. 
 
There was one main reason why this approach was only partially investigated. It 
became clear that it does not make sense to undertake research from the perspective 
of energy corporations. After numerous inputs from experts and a literature 
investigation, it was evident that more value would be added if the issue was 
addressed from the perspective of large-scale electricity users, as they are the ones 
that are not familiar with the concept of using renewables.  
 
x A strategic scorecard model – This was the second attempt to create transparency for 
large-scale electricity users in South Africa. Firstly, an investigation was conducted to 
create more knowledge about markets, specifically, and diesel generators and 
Strategic planning process February 2013 – July 2013 
Strategic scorecard model (proposal) August 2013 – January 2014 
 
Model development approach February 2014 – May 2014 
 
Multicriteria decision analysis method June 2014 – August 2015 
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renewable on-site sources. Secondly, a scorecard with the main elements of financial, 
strategic, operational and external factors would have been created and implemented. 
Here, interviews were conducted with five different energy companies.  
 
The model was created for the use of large-scale electricity users to understand what it 
would entail to achieve the target of using on-site renewable electricity sources. 
However, a problem occurred where the scorecard was only created with the input of 
energy companies. The tool indicates the criteria, which have to be achieved in order to 
successfully implement renewable energy technologies. The specific characteristics of 
large-scale electricity users were not considered, which made this approach less 
effective. Furthermore, the tool did not analyse and evaluate a possible fit of 
renewables for mining operations based on their own perspective. The result would 
have been an indication for mining operations to see what has to be achieved in order 
to successfully implement renewables. Consequently, it would not be possible to 
evaluate a possible fit.  
 
x The multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) – This method was finally selected as the 
most suitable for the purpose of this study. The selection of the method entailed two 
steps. Firstly, developing a new model from the perspective of mines in order to 
incorporate their unique characteristics. During the literature review, several studies 
analysing electricity sources especially from the perspective of governmental bodies 
were found. Thereafter, through further research into similar strategic approaches, the 
MCDA was selected.  
 
The method enabled the analysis of the different electricity options from the 
perspective of mines while at the same time benefiting from previous applications to 
similar cases. The investigation of the previous approaches was redone to fit the new 
requirements. Through further inputs from experts, the final research focus of 
comparing the currently used sources of Eskom grid-connection and diesel generators, 
to hybrid versions with on-site renewable sources was established. Furthermore, the 
focus of this study was directed at mining corporations owing to their comparable 
characteristics and large presence in South Africa. 
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1.3  Research objectives 
The main purpose of this study was investigate a possible fit and to increase transparency 
regarding how renewable electricity sources can perform with respect to the specific 
electricity usage characteristics of mining operations in South Africa. As can be seen in 
Figure 1.2, the research process was sub-divided into three phases. The first phase 
investigated the influences on the market with respect to renewables for mining operations 
in South Africa. The second phase investigated and assessed the most suitable research 
approach. Lastly, the identified research approach was implemented, incorporating the 
knowledge about the external and internal environment. 
Figure 1.2: Research objectives 
To investigate a possible fit regarding how renewables can perform with respect to 
the specific characteristics of mining operations in South Africa 
Analyse the influences on the market of renewable electricity sources for mining corporations 
in South Africa 
Identify and evaluate additional influences on the market. 
Determine the potential of different business models. 
Assess and select the most attractive current and renewable electricity sources. 
Determine a possible fit of renewable sources to mining operations. 
Asses and select the most suitable research approach 
Assess the different methods of the selected research approach.  
Identify previous adaptations of the selected research approach to similar cases.  
Identify the most suitable research approach. 
Develop an MCDA adaptation to analyse and compare current to renewable electricity-
generating sources for mining operations. 
Investigate the sensitivity of the results to changes in key values of the methods. 
Analyse and compare current to renewable electricity sources.  
Adapt the MCDA method to assist mining corporations to select the best electricity source. 
Determine the criteria according to which mining corporations evaluate the selected electricity sources. 
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1.4  Research purpose 
This section explains why this research was conducted. Figure 1.3 provides the logical 
build-up of reasoning. The first part provides a summary of the research foundation, which 
was set out in the introduction of this chapter. The second part provides the justifications 
for conducting this research, which are discussed in section 1.4.1. The last part discusses 
the study’s contribution to the theoretical field of multi-criteria analysis and to the practical 
energy planning at mining corporations in South Africa, which are examined in section 
1.4.2. 
Figure 1.3: Research purpose overview 
 
 
Research foundation 
Electricity prices of currently used sources have increased drastically. 
Considerable further price increases are expected.   
The reliability of Eskom’s electricity supply is decreasing. 
The technological and economical aspects of renewables are progressing. 
Research justification 
As the market is still relatively young, not much research has yet been conducted.  
Need for research to be conducted to investigate a possible fit. 
Electricity generation is not the core business of mines. 
Mines are relatively new customers for renewable energy companies. 
Research contribution 
To the theoretical field of MCDA: 
A structured explanation is provided of how mines evaluate electricity sources. 
A performance evaluation is presented of current and hybrid versions with renewable sources. 
A comparison analysis is given of current to hybrid versions with renewables sources. 
A sensitivity analysis is provided on the alternation of key input data. 
An indication is given about which and how renewables can be implemented. 
To the practical field of energy planning at mining corporations: 
An energy planning approach is demonstrated for South Africa. 
The model is adapted to a corporate mining entity. 
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1.4.1  Justification of the research 
The key points to justify the research listed in the middle section of Figure 1.3 are briefly 
discussed, which are based on opinions of experts and the literature review in chapter 2. 
These include: 
x Mining corporations using renewable sources to contribute to their electricity 
consumption only started to increase globally in 2012 (see Table 2.1). South Africa, 
with its abundance of mining activity, has only implemented one solar PV pilot project. 
Consequently, not much research, from the perspectives of mines, has been 
conducted to generate more clarity about the potential of this opportunity. Greater 
transparency can contribute to creating a better understanding and, thus, facilitate 
progress (Steinhaeuser et al., 2012; Judd, 2014b). 
x Academic research on the specific needs of mines also contributes to an improved 
understanding. The existing research originates from the business environment and 
may have adopted a more subjective approach from the viewpoint of the company and 
its business interests. Since this study is academic in nature, the various electricity 
sources were analysed uniformly. In addition, no research could be found based on the 
perspective of mines, which analyses aspects of electricity sources from a broader 
point of view. Previous work covering certain areas that also contribute to this research 
were from Boyse et al. (2014); Gets and Mhlanga (2013); Brodsky, Curnow, Fevre, 
Ghannam, Nasrollah and O’Brien (2013). This research aims to especially assist the 
management of mines to understand if, how and which renewable electricity sources 
could add value with regard to their specific needs. 
x Electricity generation is not the core business of mining corporations; consequently, it 
is difficult for the mines’ management to understand the implications of the new 
opportunity of renewables. As the implementation of renewables means a shift from 
currently operational to capital expenses, the management is likely to be sceptical, 
especially in the absence of enough understanding. Research based on the evaluation 
process of the mines themselves can contribute to a better understanding (Day, 2014; 
Wouter, 2014). 
x Mining corporations are relatively new customers for renewable energy companies. 
The study can, therefore, contribute to more clarity for these renewable energy 
companies of the decision-making process for mining corporations. Information on the 
evaluation criteria and their relative importance can improve the communication and 
optimise the offers, if energy companies know more about their potential customers 
(Day, 2014; Grist, 2014). 
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1.4.2  Original research contribution of the dissertation 
It is important to emphasise that the main focus of this research is the main objective as 
stated in Figure 1.2, that is, to investigate a possible fit regarding how renewables can 
perform with respect to the specific characteristics of mining operations in South Africa. It 
is also crucial to emphasize here that the results from this study cannot be generalized to 
all mining operations as characteristics might differ, rather it should provide guiding 
information to the opportunity of this market. Nevertheless, characteristics of different 
mining corporations are investigated to be as homogenous as possible (see section 2.2). 
The contribution to the theoretical field of MCDA is an additional, secondary outcome. The 
contributions of this study are listed in the last part of Figure 1.3 and are explained in the 
following points: 
 
x The types of renewable electricity sources that have the highest potential to contribute 
to the electricity supply of mining operations in South Africa have been investigated. 
The main factors considered were the availability of the power source, the service and 
emergency infrastructure, the price structures, and the usage characteristics of mining 
operations (see sections 2.2-2.3). In addition, the most lucrative business model has 
been identified in accordance with the current legislative and regulatory framework (see 
section 2.4). 
x A structured explanation of how mines evaluate electricity sources has been created in 
two steps. Firstly, an examination was conducted on how to best investigate the 
evaluation process. It was argued that the use of a research approach in the form of 
the MCDA method would be the best solution (see section 3.3). The results provided 
clear information on the evaluation criteria used, the relative importance and the 
preferences, with the different scores of each criterion (see sections 5.2).  
x Based on the adapted and implemented MCDA method, a performance evaluation of 
the currently used electricity sources and hybrid versions with the identified renewable 
sources was conducted. The results, based on the evaluation process of the mining 
corporations, showed how each source performs, specifically the current source alone 
compared with the hybrid versions (see section 5.3.1).  
x A comparative analysis of the currently used sources and the different hybrid versions 
was conducted, which was again based on the MCDA method. It is illustrated how the 
different sources performed in comparison to each other, based on the evaluation 
criteria. An overall ranking was produced and all sources were compared, based on 
their strengths and weaknesses (see section 5.3.2). 
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x A sensitivity analysis was conducted showing how the overall ranking and the 
performance on selected evaluation criteria were affected when uncertain input data 
were alternated. The data considered were criteria that were forecasted, namely 
Eskom tariffs, diesel prices and the impact of a potential CO2 tax. In addition, the 
impact of alternating the lifespan was investigated (see section 5.4).  
x The theoretical contribution to the body of knowledge of MCDA has two factors. Firstly, 
the research gave first insight into how corporate entities, especially mining 
corporations, conduct their energy planning. The differences in the criteria used to 
evaluate possible electricity sources were significant, as previous adaptations were 
done primarily from a governmental or general decision-maker perspective (see section 
3.4). Secondly, the research introduced a MCDA adaptation in energy planning based 
on a South African context. Both contributions created a more solid foundation for 
future MCDA investigations in similar areas.  
 
1.5  Research methodology 
An overview of the research methodology of this study is illustrated in Figure 1.4. The first 
column on the left represents the different research phases of the chapters. Chapter one 
and six are not included as they represent the overview and summary of the study. The 
second column indicates the research approach for each phase. It is important to mention 
that the whole research process is interconnected and constant discussions with experts 
assured accuracy and valuable input (see Addendum A). Newly gained information during 
the research process had a possible influence on previous steps, which had to be 
reconsidered.  
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Figure 1.4: Research protocol and methodology 
 
1.5.1  Secondary research  
To conduct secondary research, data are used that were gathered and recorded by others 
prior to the current project. The advantages hereof are the assurance of readily available 
data and the relatively quick and inexpensive acquisition of such data. The disadvantages 
may be that the information is outdated, that there is a variation in the definition of terms, 
and that different units of measurement were used. The disadvantages can be reduced by 
cross-checking the data, which means comparing similar data (Zikmund and Babin, 2010).  
 
Manifest content analysis 
Verification approach 
Chapter 2 
Investigation of the market of RE with mining operations 
Chapter 3 
Internal evaluation process 
Selection of research method Systematic review 
Investigation of previous applications  State of the art review 
Semi-structured interviews / Post-it-session: 
4 mining corporations (Addendum B) 
Chapter 4 
Identification of MCDA method Conceptual review 
Adaptation and implementation of selected MCDA method 
MCDA comparison analysis 
 
Semi-structured interviews: 
4 mining corporations; 5 energy companies 
(Addendum C & D & E) 
Evaluation of current and renewable hybrid sources 
Comparison analysis of current and hybrid renewable sources 
Mathematical content analysis 
MCDA analysis 
Interconnected process 
Verification approach 
 
Literature review 
Literature research 
Conceptual review 
Literature review 
State of the art review 
Creation process of the research model Conceptual review 
Chapter 5 Primary & Literature research 
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Throughout the research process, the resources used for the literature review included 
books, internet sites, conference proceedings, journal articles, master’s and doctoral 
dissertations as well as case studies. 
 
Petticrew and Roberts (2006) identified six different types of literature reviews, namely: 
systematic review, narrative review, conceptual review, traditional review, critical review 
and state of the art review. The three types of reviews employed in this research include: 
 
x Conceptual review: aims to synthesise areas of conceptual knowledge that can contribute 
to a better understanding of these issues. The objectives of these syntheses are to provide 
an overview of the literature in a given field, including the main ideas, models and debates 
(Petticrew and Roberts, 2006). 
 
x Systematic review: a review that aims to comprehensively identify all relevant studies 
to answer a particular question, and assess the validity (or ‘soundness’) of each study 
and taking this into account when reaching conclusions. 
 
x State of the art review: this term is sometimes used to refer to reviews designed to bring 
readers up to date on the most recent research on a specific subject. What constitutes 
‘recent’ can vary, as can the methods of reviews. State of the art reviews tend to focus on 
technical subjects such as engineering. 
 
1.5.2  Chapter 2 
A conceptual review was conducted. The literature – conference and journal papers, 
theses and dissertations, and industry reports from 2008 onwards – was reviewed until the 
information was found to be repeated in new texts. This approach assisted in identifying 
key factors and their potential effect on the realisation of renewable electricity projects by 
mining corporations in South Africa. Based on the fact that the objectives are broad and a 
vast amount of information exists, this approach was deemed most suitable. Other 
approaches like a systematic review would be too detailed and extensive.  
 
1.5.3  Chapter 3 
The literature research approach in chapter 3 entailed the following three phases:  
 
x The first phase was to select an appropriate research method. The review aims to 
identify relevant studies in order to answer a particular question, and to assess the 
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validity (or soundness) of each study, when reaching conclusions (Petticrew and 
Roberts, 2006). This was conducted on the basis of a systematic literature review. 
Firstly, the requirements of the method were listed and explained. Secondly, the three 
methods with the highest potential were investigated, namely multi-criteria decision 
analysis (Ishizaka and Nemery, 2013), balanced scorecard (Westermann and Sehl, 
2006) and strategic planning (King and Cleland, 1987). The multi-criteria decision 
analysis was selected (see section 3.2). All steps focused on academic literature to 
gain the necessary information. 
 
x The second phase identified the most suitable MCDA method, which was based on a 
conceptual review. Firstly, requirements of this research to identify the most suitable 
MCDA method were given and explained. By fulfilling the requirements it was possible 
to ensure that all the areas of the investigation were addressed. Secondly, the different 
MCDA ‘schools of thought’ were introduced and a possible use according to the 
requirements was discussed. The value measurement school of thought was selected 
(see section 3.3). The next step was to use the same requirements to analyse the 
possible contribution of each method. Three well-established and comprehensive 
methods were investigated, whereof one MCDA method was selected for the purpose 
of this research. 
 
x The third research phase was to identify previous approaches of the selected research 
method in energy planning in similar cases. The researcher conducted a state-of-the-
art review. Firstly, previous publications in the energy planning field were sourced and 
key characteristics contained therein tabulated. The aim was to investigate in which 
areas research had already been conducted and the areas where new adaptations had 
to be made for the purpose of this research. Secondly, an overview of the results 
generated in the publications identified was provided. The overview was of assistance 
in the interviews as basic background knowledge of applications in similar cases. 
 
The aim was to provide a substantial overview of the selected research methods in 
energy planning that were implemented between 2001 and 2015. Therefore, 26 
different papers were identified, 13 purely from a renewable energy perspective and 13 
from a mixed conventional/renewable energy perspective. 
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1.5.4  Chapter 4 
A conceptual review was conducted for the purpose of this chapter to illustrate and explain 
the creation process of the MCDA model. The literature review provided the reader with 
the necessary background information to follow the building up sequence of the model 
development. Literature frequently used was from Stewart and Belton (2002), Keeney 
(1996) and Boyse et al. (2014). The sequence described was conducted to adapt and 
implement the model in chapter 5.  
 
1.5.5  Chapter 5 
Semi-structured interview questionnaires were set up throughout the research process to 
collect the necessary information (see Addendum B and C). As no approach of the 
selected method for energy planning from a corporate perspective was found, a qualitative 
exploratory research technique was used to identify the evaluation criteria and input data. 
Firstly, the questionnaire would draw accurate information from respondents. Secondly, it 
would provide structure to the interview. Thirdly, it would provide standards from which 
facts, comments and attitudes could be written down. Lastly, it would facilitate data 
processing, as answers would be recorded in a common place on each questionnaire 
(Hague and Jackson, 1995). 
 
The research approaches of chapter 5 entailed four phases. Three and four research 
steps were required for the first phase and the second phase respectively, as discussed 
below. 
 
x The first phase was to investigate the internal evaluation process of mining 
corporations in South Africa, which entailed three research steps:  
¾ Firstly, semi-structured interviews were conducted with four different mining 
corporations with a total of 11 mining operations (see Addendum B). The 
respondents were firstly interviewed face-to-face to elicit information about the 
evaluation process. During the main part of the interview, a post-it session was 
used to generate all information in a structured manner (example can be seen in 
Addendum D).  
¾ Secondly, the collected data were analysed and sorted based on the procedures 
of content analysis. The coding was used to reduce the number of individual 
responses to a few general categories and themes of answers (Zikmund and 
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Babin, 2010). If two or more of the respondents mentioned a criterion, it was 
added to the study (see section 4.1.3.2).  
¾ The third step, a verification approach was used throughout the whole phase 
explained above, i.e. the constructed table was sent back to the respondents via 
e-mail to obtain confirmation that it reflected their practices accurately. The 
verification approach was, in essence, a series of sequential rounds, 
interspersed by controlled feedback that sought to gain the most reliable 
consensus on the opinions of respondents. 
 
x The second phase adapted and implemented the selected MCDA method to create the 
model, which consisted of four research steps:  
¾ The first step was to adapt the MCDA method to the requirements of this study 
and to feed the model with real-time data. Semi-structured interviews were 
conducted with nine companies. In the beginning five different energy 
companies participated to feed the model with real-time data (details of 
questionnaire in Addendum C). Thereafter, four mining corporations were 
involved in providing the necessary information to adapt the model (details of 
data collection in Addendum E and F).  
¾ Secondly, a state of the art review was conducted to compare the revealed real-
time data with professional and reliable sources. The resources used were: 
IRENA; SARS; NREL; EIA and Eskom. 
¾ Thirdly, a mathematical analysis was conducted with the data from the mining 
corporations. For each criterion, the average of the four responses was taken 
(see section 4.1.5).  
¾ And lastly, a verification approach was used again during the research phase, to 
assure the average responses reflect the perspective of the participating mining 
corporations.  
  
x The third phase was to evaluate the performance of current sources alone first, then in 
hybrid versions with the selected renewable sources. A matrix illustrating the scores of 
each criterion (Stewart and Belton, 2002) with and without the relative importance was 
created for each hybrid version with the corresponding current source alone. The 
purpose was to see how hybrid versions and current sources alone perform. 
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x The last phase involved conducting a comparison analysis by calculating the overall 
score (Stewart and Belton, 2002) of each electricity source option analysed in this 
study. After considering all criteria, the overall score indicated how the sources would 
be ranked from the perspective of the mining corporations.  
 
1.6  Research overview and structure 
This section provides an overview to illustrate to the reader how this research report is 
organised. Figure1.5 illustrates the process. The original format of chapter 2 was an article 
for the Journal of Energy in Southern Africa. Chapter 3, 4 and 5 were extracted from the 
essence of a package of two articles, which were prepared for the Journal of the Southern 
African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy: 
 
x Chapter 1 is an introduction to the study and provides background information to the 
topic being investigated, the evolution of the research focus, the research objectives, 
the nature of the topic, the methodology and the contribution and limitations of the 
study. The aim is to provide the reader with enough information to understand why the 
study is conducted, how the results were generated and the contribution the study 
makes to the research and knowledge gap.  
 
x Chapter 2 represents the first research phase of the study. The influences on the 
market of renewables for mining operations in South Africa are investigated. The main 
topics studied are: the electricity usage patterns of mining operations; how renewable 
electricity sources could fit into their patterns; the renewable sources with the highest 
potential; the most lucrative business model; an overview of globally realised projects; 
as well as the status quo of electricity initiatives of mining corporations in South Africa.  
 
x Chapter 3 assesses different research approaches and selects the most appropriate 
one for this study. The chapter entails three steps. Firstly, the best research approach 
to achieve the main research objective in Figure 1.2 was investigated. The MCDA 
approach was selected. Secondly, the multi-attribute value theory (MAVT) was 
selected as the best suited MCDA method. Lastly, previous MCDA approaches in the 
energy planning field were identified and analysed. The information and experience 
gained, assisted in the adaptation and implementation process of the following 
chapters. 
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x Chapter 4 illustrates and clarifies the adaptation and implementation process of the 
MCDA method selected in chapter 3. The literature information for each step of the 
model creation is explained, followed by a description of how it was conducted for the 
purpose of this study. The chapter represents the link between the previously 
generated information from the literature review of chapter 2 and 3 and the knowledge 
created through the primary research for chapter 5. 
 
x Chapter 5 combines the knowledge about the external influences and the internal 
environment of chapters 2 to chapter 4 by implementing the MCDA method. All input 
data revealed via primary and secondary research is provided. The results are 
presented to expose how current electricity sources perform in comparison to hybrid 
versions with selected renewables. In addition, a sensitivity analysis to key input data 
was conducted.  
 
x Chapter 6 represents an overview of the results. The chapter is structured according to 
the research objectives in Figure 1.2. A section is written entailing the created and 
gathered knowledge for each objective of this study. Lastly, suggestions are made as 
to how this study can be extended in future research.  
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Figure 1.5: Research overview 
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Chapter 2 A literature review on the potential of 
renewable electricity sources for mining 
operations in South Africa3 
2.1  Introduction 
This chapter provides a literature review to analyse the potential and influences on the 
market of renewable electricity sources for mining corporations in South Africa. The 
elements were chosen in accordance with mining and energy companies participating in 
this study. As can be seen in the research objectives of this chapter in Figure 2.1, the 
investigation indicates how renewable sources could possibly fit into the operations of 
mining locations. Secondly, the technological attractiveness of different renewable and 
current sources is examined. Thirdly, the potential of different business models is 
investigated. Fourthly, additional influences on the market are investigated.  
 
Figure 2.1: Research Objectives of chapter 2 
 
During the thorough literature search, no previous study combining a comprehensive 
selection of elements that influence the project realisation of renewable electricity projects 
with mining corporations in South Africa came to light. However, three papers – by Boyse 
et al. (2014); Gets and Mhlanga (2013); Brodsky, Curnow, Fevre, Ghannam, Nasrollah 
and O’Brien (2013) – do cover some of the elements. 
                                            
3 The chapter originates from an article, which was prepared for the Journal of Energy in 
Southern Africa. 
Determine a possible fit of renewable 
sources to mining operations 
Analyse the influences on the market 
of renewable electricity sources for 
mining corporations in South Africa 
Assess and select the most attractive 
current and renewable electricity sources 
Determine the potential of different 
business models 
Identify and evaluate additional influences 
on the market 
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2.2  Mining operations 
2.2.1  South African Landscape 
South Africa is the second biggest economy on the African continent according to a GDP 
of €3,18 Billion in 2014. The GDP of Nigeria surpassed the South African in 2011 (World 
Bank Group, 2015c; Statistics South Africa, 2015a). Since 2013, the mining sector in 
South Africa contributed about 8% to the GDP with a long-term downward trend since 
1970 from 21%. Despite the decline in growth rate of real investment, mining is still 
responsible for near 19% of private sector investment. Today, the mineral sales exports 
account for 30% of South Africa’s total merchandise export (Chamber of Mines, 2014).  
 
The electricity crisis, including power outages, caused by Eskom contributed to the drop in 
economic growth by 1,5% to 3,5% in 2008. The mining sector suffered the most and 
plunged by 22,1% in the first quarter of 2008. The Eskom crisis in 2015 caused the 
economic growth to contract by 1,3% in the second quarter to 1,2%. The production of the 
mining sector decreased by 4,8% from 2014 to 2015 (Maasdam, 2008; Statistics South 
Africa, 2015b). Yet, as illustrated in Figure 2.2, South Africa still has one of the most 
reliable electricity supplies in Sub-Saharan Africa.  
 
 
Figure 2.2: African comparison of security of electricity supply  
(Source: Banerjee et al., 2015) 
 
Eskom’s megaflex tariff has increased by 346% from €1,13 cents (ZAR15,74 cents) in 
2007 to €5,05 cents (ZAR70,35 cents) in 2015. The tariff is commonly charged to mines 
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due to their high consumption. For illustration purposes, the standard tariff of the high 
demand season, with less than 300km transmission zone and a supply voltage of less 
than 132kV was used. However, as can be seen in Figure 2.3 South Africa still has one of 
the cheapest tariffs. The numbers originate from 2014.  
 
 
Figure 2.3: African comparison of electricity tariffs for mines firms  
(Source: Banerjee et al., 2015) 
 
For descriptive purposes, the average percentage of annual expenditure on electricity 
costs for members of the EIUG4 has risen from 7% in 2007 to 20% in 2014, of which 47% 
are mining companies (EIUG, 2014b). Power rarely constitutes less than 10% of mining 
operating costs and often exceeds 25% (Banerjee et al., 2015). Based on the high 
electricity reliance, the rising prices will have a negative impact on the global 
competitiveness of the companies (Mathaba et al., 2014). The South African mining sector 
consumes 15% of Eskom’s annual output. Within the mining industry, the gold mining 
sector, which is the biggest user, consumes 47%, followed by platinum, which consumes 
33%, and all other commodities combined consume the remaining 20% (Eskom, 2010). 
 
The South African power sector has an installed generation capacity of 45GW, which is 
more than half of the whole of Sub-Saharan Africa with 80GW. Nigeria is in second place 
with 6GW (Williams, 2014). The substantial and growing need for power for mining 
                                            
4 Energy Intensive User Group (EIUG) of Southern Africa (2014a) is a non-profit 
organisation whose members are energy intensive consumers – of which 47% are 
involved in mining and quarrying. 
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corporations can assist to improve the energy resources, as anchor consumers. As high 
volume customers, they provide a captive source of demand and a consistent revenue 
stream. The projected growth rate for the mining industry until 2020 is 3,5%, which is 
relatively low in comparison to other Sub-Saharan African countries with 9,2% (Banerjee et 
al., 2015). 
 
Nevertheless, the previous mentioned increase in tariffs and insecurity of supply by Eskom 
is moving more and more mines in South Africa towards greater independence and self-
supply (Deloitte, 2012). Mining corporations are at least as concerned about security of 
supply as they are about costs. Investment in self-supply to ensure control and continuous 
power availability, even when the costs per kilowatt delivered is much higher is not rare. 
Figure 2.4 indicates that the electricity demand of the South African mining sector is 
predicted to consume nearly 10GW in 2020. This fuels the discussion as to whether 
Eskom is able to satisfy this demand or if an increasing number of mines are going to be 
self-supplied (Banerjee et al., 2015). This development combined with the economical 
progress of renewable sources (section 2.3) provides further substantiation for this study 
and to why mining corporations could benefit of diversifying their electricity mix. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Prediction of mining power demand until 2020  
(Source: Banerjee et al., 2015) 
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2.2.2  Electricity pattern of mining operations 
The purpose of this section is to provide the background knowledge of the processes and 
influences that determine and shape the electricity demand patterns of mining operations. 
Before focusing on the technological aspects, it is important to state that mining 
corporations are big and slow-moving entities. The concept of renewables being used by 
mining operations has only developed in recent years through economic and technological 
progress. However, the current development of lower commodity prices hinders the 
widespread adoption of renewables, as falling profits and lower fuel prices maintain 
barriers (Crespo, 2015c). In addition, the long-term investment into renewables is hindered 
by the investors’ pressure for short-term capital appreciations (Elliott, 2014). Therefore, 
one of the main outcomes of several renewables and mining summits5 worldwide is the 
fact that mining corporations have to be better educated about the concept of renewable 
sources in the context of their particular operational demands (Judd, 2014b). 
 
The electricity consumption patterns have great influence on the selection of electricity 
sources (Klein and Whalley, 2015). The majority of mining locations operate day and night, 
which often creates a relatively constant baseload demand (Levesque et al., 2014). The 
required amount of electricity depends on the type of mineral and even more on the extent 
of processing or beneficiation. The electricity needed to completely beneficiate a mineral 
such as Copper or smelt Aluminium can be several times the amount required for simple 
digging, crushing and sorting. The basic and intermediate process for Nickel, Cobalt and 
Copper is very electricity intensive (Banerjee et al., 2015).  
 
Every type of mineral mined has its specific processes, and it is not necessary for all to 
undergo all processes to be ready for use in manufacturing. The main processing stages 
are as follows (Banerjee et al., 2015): 
x Extracting the resource by digging, sorting and crushing – generally known as mining 
x Concentration of the mineral using various techniques. The majority is either based on 
gravity or comprises a chemical process to separate elements or uses magnetism to 
separate waste from the mineral  
x Smelting of the concoction at high temperatures to separate the slag from the metal 
x Refining, often through electrolysis, to achieve a higher level of purity  
                                            
5 Summits of mining corporations and renewable energy companies started in 2013, to 
develop and discuss the market of renewables in mining operations (Energy and Mines, 
2015). 
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Figures 2.5-2.7 are based on a database of 168 mining operations in Africa (World Bank 
Group, 2015a). Figure 2.5 provides an overview of the cumulative power requirements for 
mining operations at stages of beneficiation. The Platinum group, Gold and Aluminium is 
by far the most electricity intensive one. Gold and Platinum is illustrated in ounce and it 
needs 35273oz to fill up one tonne (Metric Conversion, 2015). Nickels, Ilmenite, Cobalt, 
Copper and Chromium also have a relatively high electricity demand with a more mixed 
consumption profile.  
 
Figure 2.5: Cumulative power requirements at stages of beneficiation  
(Source: Banerjee et al., 2015) 
 
The overall contribution in the different periods to the mining electricity demand can be 
seen in Figure 2.6. The smelting and refining processes are the most electricity intensive 
and were responsible in all periods for more than three quarters of the demand. The South 
African mining industry is the most electricity intensive one in Sub-Saharan Africa, with 
70% of the demand in the year 2000 and 66% in 2012.   
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Figure 2.6: Electricity demand by processing stage  
(Source: Banerjee et al., 2015) 
 
Another factor affecting the electricity demand is whether the mining operations are 
underground or at the surface. Underground mining operations require significantly higher 
quantities of electricity than surface mining, due to a great rise in hauling requirements, 
ventilation, water pumping and other operations (Toledano, 2012). Figure 2.7 provides an 
indication of the difference in electricity demand for Coal, Copper, Gold and Platinum. It 
can be seen that surface mining uses between 30%-40% less electricity.  
 
 
Figure 2.7: Underground and surface mining electricity demand  
(Based on: World Bank Group, 2015a) 
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2.2.3  The demand profile 
This section and the following one introduce the 24hour demand profiles of five different 
mining operations in South Africa. The first one is extracted from an Article of the Journal 
of Energy in Southern Africa and the other four are from mines, which were participating in 
this study (see section 4.1.1 / Table 4.1). The purpose is to gain a better understanding of 
the consumption patterns and how renewable electricity sources could fit in. The sample 
includes different types of mines to provide a better overview. 
 
The demand profile in Figure 2.8 illustrates the electricity consumption pattern of an 
underground grid connected gold mine in South Africa. It is interesting to note the 
relatively constant 24hour electricity demand with two visible reductions at round 9am and 
7pm. The purpose of these reductions is both to save costs and shift loads to other times if 
possible. The shifting of consumption is done because of the megaflex tariff structure of 
Eskom, which is used for large electricity consumers and is more expensive at these times 
as can be seen on the price signal line. Eskom’s demand response program offers large 
customers an opportunity to reduce their demand when requested in return for financial 
rewards, which improves grid stability (Williams, 2014). This Demand Side Management 
(DSM) strategy is commonly used in South Africa to lower operating costs, by optimizing 
time schedule of systems like pumping and refrigerating (Mathews, 2005). 
 
Figure 2.8: Electricity demand profile of an underground gold mine  
(Source: Mathews, 2005) 
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Figure 2.9 illustrates an average weekday and Sunday consumption profile of a large grid 
connected underground gold mine in South Africa. The purpose of the consumption 
reduction around 9am and 7pm is again to save costs by shifting demand to other times 
(Wouter, 2014). Despite the two reductions, the day and night electricity consumption is 
relatively constant. 
Figure 2.9: Electricity demand profile of an underground gold mine 
(Source: Wouter, 2014) 
 
The demand profile in Figure 2.10 illustrates the 24hour electricity usage of an 
underground grid connected coal mine in South Africa. The usage dip between 2am and  
Figure 2.10: Electricity demand profile of an underground coal mine  
(Source: Van Staden, 2015) 
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7am is due to the operating processes and not because of a DSM strategy. However, the 
reduction at 6pm is as a result of load shifting to reduce costs. As in Figure 2.10, it can be 
seen that the consumption on weekends is lower than during the week (Van Staden, 
2015).  
 
The electricity demand profile of the third mine participating in this study does not exist in 
form of a graph, as the consumption is not recorded on an hourly basis. The operation is 
not grid connected and runs on diesel generators day and night. The 24hour consumption 
is very constant. The mining is conducted on the surface and the main mineral extracted is 
Zircon (Beukman, 2015). 
 
As mentioned in section 2.2.2, mining operations are commonly conducted at day and 
night to optimize the process (Levesque et al., 2014). The demand profiles illustrated 
entail three underground and two surface mines. The underground operations were two 
gold and one coal mine of which all three are grid connected. The surface operations are 
Chromium ore and Zinc mines, which run on diesel generators.  
 
Four demand profiles in this section and in Figure 2.12, in the next section, show relatively 
constant 24hour consumption. The profile in Figure 2.10 has only one reduction in the 
early morning to half the amount after midday. The mine still uses 3MW at the lowest point 
of the curve. Consequently, the fundamental prerequisite for an electricity source to be 
suitable for a mining location is its baseload capacity to be able to cover the electricity 
need for 24 hours a day. The intermittency of most renewable sources like wind or solar 
photovoltaic (PV) renders it impossible to use these sources individually to cover the 
electricity demand of mining operations (Judd, 2014a; Mostert, 2014). 
 
Based on the literature demand profiles introduced and the investigative nature of this 
research, a consistent demand profile is assumed for the rest of the study. Indeed, as 
stated in section 6.5, opportunities for further research should apply this knowledge to 
selected mines and their own demand profiles. 
 
2.2.4  Hybrid concepts 
This section introduces the concept of hybrid solutions in accordance with the demand 
profile of mines introduced in the previous section. Indeed, it is difficult to generalize to all 
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mining operations as every profile has its own characteristics. However, the concept of a 
24hour demand with a relative constant usage is provided in the previous section. 
 
There are three technical options that have to be considered for renewable sources with 
lower capacity factors at mining locations: renewables with storage; a hybrid system; and a 
hybrid system with storage. A detailed report on the opportunities of renewables at mining 
locations in South Africa (Boyse et al., 2014) identified a hybrid version combined with a 
baseload capacity source as most cost effective. The model recommended is that the 
supply/demand profiles have to be optimized, which means that all renewable energy goes 
to the primary load. Ideally, at peak output, the supply should not exceed the mines 
demand. Grid-connected mining operations can add a single renewable source for 
purposes like decreasing costs, increasing independence and lowering CO2 emissions 
(Levesque et al., 2014). The diesel generator/Eskom supplies on a full-time basis and 
renewable sources reduce the net load. Start-up current spikes of diesel generators are 
handled with surge protection devices to prevent damage to equipment (Gan et al., 2015; 
IRENA 2013a). This problem is limited as generators run on a full-time basis. 
 
The basic principle of a hybrid system is illustrated and explained by using an example, 
based on the first and only project in South Africa in Figure 2.11. The hybrid project can 
also be realised with other renewable sources like wind. In case of a grid-connection to 
Eskom, it is possible, for example, to replace the diesel generator (Wirth, 2015).  
 
The demand profile of the first renewable electricity project at the non-grid-connected 
Cronimet Chrome Mining’s Thaba mine north-west of Johannesburg, which was finalized 
at the end of 2012, is presented in Figure 2.12. The technical details provide further 
understanding of how the first project is adding value to the mining operation. The project 
is a hybrid solution, and uses a 1 MW PV system (60% penetration ratio) and a 1.6 MVA 
diesel generator, which provides the back-up electricity. The time span for the project from 
conception to commissioning took 6 months. The initial capital outlay was €2,426 million for 
the PV plant in 2012, with annual 1% operating and maintenance costs. The annual diesel 
burn was 1.9 million litres, of which 450.000 litres can be saved through the solar PV plant. 
It was calculated that the breakeven point would be achieved at 3.6 years owing to the 
savings on diesel. The calculation included the assumption of an annual 12% diesel 
                                            
6 For the purpose of this study the following exchange rates from the 13.07.2015 were 
used: EUR1=USD1,10 (CNN Money, 2015a); EUR1=ZAR13,94 (CNN Money, 2015b) 
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inflation rate on initially €1.05 per litre. The net present value was calculated at 
€2,86million, with a discount rate of 15% and a lifetime of 20 years (Ambros, 2014). 
Figure 2.11: Principle of a hybrid system  
(Source: Boyse et al., 2014) 
 
The demand profile in Figure 2.12 is relatively constant with a slight increase between 8am 
and 5pm; the sudden drop at 11am is due to operational processes. As stated in the 
beginning of this section, the general solar peak supply does not exceed the mining 
demand. The solar PV profile represents a clear sky throughout the whole day. As the 
solar PV generation increases, the diesel generator production is decreasing and vice 
versa. It is important to mention that the diesel generator has a lower load limit of 25% to 
prevent damage. Below this limit the generator suffers from poor combustion that reduces 
efficiency, increases maintenance costs and can cause permanent damage that reduces 
the life span. A control unit is managing the supply levels of solar and diesel generator 
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(IRENA, 2013a). A hybrid version with Eskom requires only a 5% minimum load to keep 
the electricity supply stable (Wirth, 2015).  
Figure 2.12: Electricity demand profile of a surface chromium ore mine  
(Source: Wirth, 2015) 
 
The principles for hybrid versions with wind and geothermal power are very similar. The 
reasoning for selecting the three renewable sources is explained in more depth in section 
2.3. However, the different generation profiles have to be considered. Wind generation is 
possible throughout 24 hours. Variations between no wind and strong wind are possible, 
which makes it important to create a wind profile of the area through measurements 
(Rehman et al., 2012). In contrast, geothermal energy is not dependent on the weather 
and has a constant 24hour electricity output. Both sources require lower spinning limits for 
a diesel generator due to their more constant supply levels, as PV generation can be 
strongly interrupted by clouds (Wirth, 2014).  
 
2.2.5  A global overview of existing projects 
Worldwide, 21 operating renewable energy projects were identified. The 22 projects are 
introduced and categorised in Table 2.1. The market is relatively young with the first wind 
project being commissioned in 2010 and the first solar project in 2012. An overwhelming 
91% of the electricity sources are solar PV (n=11) and wind (n=8) installations. Half the 
projects are in Chile, of which the majority are grid-connected and financed through a 
power purchase agreement. Table 2.1 shows the projects that are not connected (1-12) 
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and those that are connected (13-21) to their countries’ national grids. The following 
conclusions can be drawn: 
 
Off-grid projects On-grid projects 
x Can be found in various countries; x Eight out of 10 are in Chile; 
x Seven out of 12 are based on the mining 
corporation’s own investment; and 
x 90% are financed through a power 
purchase agreement; and 
x The largest project is 9,2 MW. x Sizes range up to 115 MW.  
 
The table provides several indications, which are important for the following process of the 
study. Firstly, in regards to the business model (section 2.4) the majority of off-grid projects 
are based on own investment. In addition, none of these projects is larger than 10MW, 
which also contributed to the selection of project size for the model creation in chapter 5. 
Lastly, the type of renewable energy source used provided backup for the selection of 
technologies for the model creation. The names of the companies involved were stated to 
provide a comprehensive illustration. 
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2.3  Attractiveness of electricity sources 
This section discusses technological factors of currently used and possible renewable 
electricity sources for mining operations in South Africa. Table 2.2 represents an overview 
of the results. The purpose is to compare current sources to renewable sources and to 
indicate which renewable sources are most suitable for South Africa.  
 
Table 2.2: Electricity-generating technologies for South African mines 
 
Two types of technical factors were selected. These were identified according to the main 
factors used to analyse electricity sources in the papers investigated for Table 2.2. Only 
 
Initial 
investment  
€/kW 
LCOE 
€/kWh 
Capacity 
factor in 
% 
Annual price 
forecast until 
2020 
Experience 
Availability 
of power / 
fuel source 
Service 
infrastructure 
Project size 
1-10 MW 
 Diesel 
generator1,2,
3,4,5 
450–720 0,31–0,36 ≈95 8% increase Excellent Good Very good Yes 
         
Eskom16, 
17,18, 19 
360–405 
0,063–
0,067 
≈99 
12% 
increase 
Excellent Good Very good Yes 
         
Solar PV1,6,7 
1350– 
1800 
0,065–
0,19 
<30 
3,4% 
decrease 
Good Good Very good Yes 
         
CSP1,6,7,8,9 
3150–
7830 
0,16–0,27 <80 
3,5% 
decrease 
Limited Medium Good 
Not 
commercial 
         
Wind on-
shore6,7,10 
1170–
1980 
0,054–0,1 <48 
2% 
decrease 
Good Medium Very good Yes 
         
Geothermal
7, 12,15,16 
2700–
4950 
0,072– 
0,13 
<90 0% No 
Medium–
Good 
Low Yes 
         
Biomass2,6,1
3 
2340– 
4050 
0,036–
0,13 
<80 0% No 
Medium–
Low 
Low Yes 
         
Battery 
storage1,15 
1800–
3600 
0,38–0,54 
 
10,6% 
decrease 
Limited / Low Yes 
         
Hydro 
power2,6 
1350–
3150 
0,036–
0,13 
<60 0% Limited 
Medium–
Low 
Medium–Low Yes 
(1)Lazard, 2014; (2) IEA, 2014; (3) Gielen, 2012; (4) OPEC, 2014; (5) World Bank Group, 2015b; (6) IRENA, 2015a; (7) IRENA, 
2014c; (8) Hinkley, et al., 2011; (9) Fichtner, 2010; (10) Fraunhofer, 2013; (11) MAKE Consulting, 2013; (12) Tshibalo et al., 2015; (13) 
Bole-Rentel and Bruinsma, 2013; (14) IRENA, 2015b; (15) IEA, 2011; (16) Ngugi, 2012; (16) DOE, 2013; (17) GIZ, 2014; (18) Fouche, 
2013; (19) Wernecke, 2015. 
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experience and project size were added to the specifications of this research. The project 
size refers to the anticipated demand of the mine. Consequently, for all sources except 
Eskom, project size relates to the actual size of the project. In the case of Eskom, project 
size refers to the possibility of building the transmission lines. The first type provides 
indicative data for generating technologies, namely initial investment costs, levelized7 
costs of energy (lcoe) and capacity factor.  
 
The second type indicates the suitability for the purpose of mining operations in South 
Africa. The selected factors are: the experience with the source in the global mining 
industry, the availability of the energy source or fuel in South Africa to power the system, 
the service infrastructure in South Africa, and the possibility to realise medium-scale 
projects of 1 MW to 10 MW. The location of mining regions in South Africa is indicated in 
Figure 2.13. This will give a better understanding of the natural fuel availability to power 
the renewable technology. 
 
The conventional electricity sources at mining operations in South Africa are diesel 
generators and a grid connection to Eskom. Gas generators were not selected as the fuel 
supply infrastructure in South Africa is not sufficient and is currently not used by South 
African mines (Boyse et al., 2014; IRENA, 2015c). The black blocks on the maps indicate 
the mining areas where the source can be used. The non-renewable and renewable 
electricity-generating technologies, which have the potential to be used on-site or via grid-
connection by mining corporations are introduced briefly here below: 
 
x Diesel generator 
The usage of diesel generators at mining operations in South Africa is common. The 
reason for this is their high reliability due to solid service and fuel infrastructure. 
Projects of all sizes can be executed, according to the need of the mine (Global Data, 
2014). The average annual diesel price increase is a combination of the forecasted 
global real annual increase of 2% (OPEC, 2014; World Bank, 2015b) and a South 
African average annual inflation rate of 5% (IMF, 2014; OECD, 2014).  
                                            
7 This method considers the predicted lifetime-generated energy and estimates a price 
per unit of electricity produced (Branker et al., 2011). The different sources assumed: 
share of equity of 20–40%; share of debt of 60–80%; cost of capital of 8–10%; cost of 
debt of 6–8% and a lifespan of 20–25 years. 
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Figure 2.13: Mining map South Africa  
(Source: VOA News, 2012) 
 
x Eskom 
Eskom is responsible for South Africa’s electricity production. The country’s electricity 
is produced with coal-fired plants (93%), renewables (1%), pumped storage (1%), gas 
(1%) and nuclear power (5%) (Eskom, 2014). Since the first power crisis in 2008, 
Eskom has been struggling to cover the nation’s electricity demand with the present 
sources of electricity. Load shedding was conducted in 2008 and 2014/2015 (Eskom, 
2015c). Eskom has special pricing deals with mining corporations like BHP Billiton, 
which pays between €0,027/kWh and €0,036/kWh (Yelland, 2013). 
 
Eskom’s experience and practical knowledge is extensive as numerous mines use it as 
a supplier (Boyse et al., 2014). The availability of Eskom as a source can be seen in 
Figure 2.14. The thin lines represent the power grid (availability of power source), 
which is not ideally developed in the central and western regions. The service 
infrastructure is well established since Eskom owns the national grid. Applications can 
be made for medium- (1-10MW) and large-scale (10MW<) connections (Eskom, 
2015f). 
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Figure 2.14: Eskom power stations and grid 
(Source: Eskom, 2013) 
 
x Solar photovoltaic 
The data for solar photovoltaic (PV) technology are based on single-axis tracking 
devices. The global experience with solar PV technology at mining operations is 
considerable (see Table 2.1). The areas with high mining activity are indicated in 
Figure 2.15; the majority have an annual radiation of more than 2 000 kW/m2. The 
modular technology enables medium-sized projects. The service infrastructure is well 
established owing to an established market in South Africa (SAPVIA, 2013b; Global 
Data, 2014). 
 
x Concentrating solar power  
The data presented for concentrating solar power (CSP) are based on the technology 
of parabolic trough with synthetic oil and power tower with molten salt, as both 
technologies are commercially proven and available (Gauché et al., 2014). The initial 
investment is strongly positively correlated with the capacity factor. The global 
experience with CSP and mining operation is limited, with one grid-connected project in 
Chile (see Table 2.1). The sun radiation in mining areas shows high potential to use 
CSP as a power source, as discussed under solar PV in Figure 2.15. The service 
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infrastructure is established with several companies in South Africa, which have 
realized seven projects (NREL, 2015). Projects of up to 10 MW exist, but are not 
commercial as costs are too high (Fraunhofer ISE, 2013).  
 
Figure 2.15: Solar resource quality across South Africa  
(Source: Walwyn and Brent, 2015) 
 
x Wind power 
For the purpose of this chapter, only on-shore wind technology was considered. This is 
because the majority of mining locations are not in coastal regions as can be seen in 
Figure 2.13 and 2.16. The international experience with wind and mining operations is 
advanced, with nine established off- and on-grid projects (see Table 2.1). Figure 2.16 
illustrates mining areas with the highest wind potential in South Africa. The overall 
power availability is medium as wind conditions in the centre of South Africa are less 
favourable in general (DTI, 2015). The service infrastructure in South Africa is well 
established as several wind farms have been established and the responsible 
companies are located in the country. Projects can be realised on a small to utility 
scale (IEA, 2014; SAWEA, 2015). 
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Figure 2.16: Wind resource quality in South Africa  
(Source: WASA, 2014) 
 
Figure 2.17: Geological map of South Africa  
(Source: Tshibalo et al., 2015.) 
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x Geothermal 
For the data of this chapter, only the ‘hot dry rock’ method was considered because it 
has the highest potential for electricity generation and future development (IRENA, 
2014c; GEA, 2013). No experience with mining operations could be identified (see 
Table 2.1). Figure 2.17 indicates the mining locations with the highest potential. In 
granite areas, 3 000 m to 5 000 m have to be drilled. The service infrastructure is 
limited, as no larger projects exist in the country. Projects can be realised on a small to 
utility scale (Tshibalo et al., 2015). 
 
x Biomass 
The data for electricity generation with biomass focuses on the matured technologies, 
including direct combustion in stoker boilers, low-percentage co-firing, anaerobic 
digestion, municipal solid waste incineration, landfill gas, and combined heat and 
power (IRENA, 2015a). No experience with biomass electricity generation at mining 
operation could be identified globally (see Table 2.1). As can be seen in Figure 2.18, 
South Africa is a water-scarce country, which makes fuel availability medium with some 
potential in the north-east area. The service infrastructure is still a challenge, which 
lowers the reliability of the system and fuel supply (Van Zyl, 2010; Bole-Rentel and 
Bruinsma, 2013; IRENA, 2012). 
Figure 2.18: Net primary productivity of the land  
(Source: Schulze, 2007) 
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x Battery storage 
The data for lithium-ion and lead-acid is presented, as cost and performance levels are 
improving, especially in comparison to sodium-sulphur batteries (IRENA, 2015b). 
Batteries can extend the capacity factors of non-baseload technologies, like solar PV 
and wind power (Dickens et al., 2014). The global experience is limited with one 
operational project in Australia (see Table 2.1). The service infrastructure is still limited. 
Two operational projects were identified with 10 kW and 20 kW (DOE, 2015b; IRENA, 
2015b).  
 
x Hydro power 
The data represented for hydro power excludes pumped storage. At present, one 
project in Chile represents limited experience with mining (see Table 2.1). Figure 2.19 
shows that power source availability, especially for micro projects, is moderate in 
south-eastern regions of South Africa. The service infrastructure is improving as more 
projects are being introduced, but it is still in its infancy. It is possible to realise projects 
on a small- to utility scale (Klunne, 2012; Rycroft, 2014a). However, on-site executions 
are highly constrained as the mining operation has to be close to the hydro facility.  
Figure 2.19: Hydro power potential  
(Source: Kusakana, 2014) 
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2.4  Business models 
To be able to find the most attractive business model, influencing factors have to be 
investigated and evaluated. A country’s or province’s legislative and regulative framework 
builds the foundation for the selection of a business model (Fitzroy et al., 2012). This 
section focuses on business models of renewable energy projects at mining operations, as 
initial expenses could be higher and the experience with present sources is well 
established. Table 2.3 provides a summary of the main organisations and the regulatory 
and policy framework for renewable energy in South Africa. In South Africa, the 
government is presently not supporting the implementation of off-grid industrial electricity 
generation from renewable sources. However, there are plans to implement subsidies until 
2020 for solar photovoltaic electricity generation (Ahlfeldt, 2013).  
 
Table 2.3: Governmental and regulatory structure for renewable energy in South Africa 
Organization  Purpose  
Department of Energy (DoE) The governmental body in South Africa that is responsible for creating policies 
and strategies regarding energy production and administration. 
 
Department of Environmental 
Affairs (DEA) 
The governmental body to ensure the protection of the environment and 
conservation of natural resources, in balance with a sustainable development of 
the country.  
 
Energy Development 
Corporation (EDC) 
Governmental agency to support the development of renewable energy and 
alternative fuels through investment.  
 
National Energy Regulator of 
South Africa (NERSA)  
Regulating authority that supervises over the electricity supply industry.   
Policy Purpose  Introduction 
White Paper on Energy Policy General energy policy. Set goal of developing renewable energy by 
reforming fiscal, legislative and regulatory regimes. 
1998, renewed 
2009 
White Paper on Renewable 
Energy 
Laid the foundation for the widespread implementation of renewable 
energy, and set target of 10 000 GWh by 2013. 
2003 
National Cleaner Production 
Strategy 
Framework (non-binding) to promote sustainable energy production 
and consumption across South African industries. 
2004 
Energy Act Contained strategy for increased generation and consumption planning 
(renewable and conventional energy sources). 
2009 
Renewable-Energy-Feed-in-
Tariff-program (REFIT) 
Set tariffs for wind, small hydro, concentrated solar, and landfill gas 
technologies. The tariffs were aligned with falling technology costs in 
2011. 
2009 
Integrated Resource Plan 
(IRP) 
A national, long-term plan on electricity supply, based on nuclear 
power, coal and renewables. Total PV capacity goal is 8,400 MW. The 
REIPPP falls under this plan. 
2010–2030 
Renewable Energy Bids 
(REBID) 
Independent power producers bid for on-grid production capacity. In the 
first round (2012), 1,415 MW was allocated across concentrated Solar 
PV, Concentrated Solar PV, and biogas. 
2011 
Source: Boyse, Causevic, Duwe and Orthofer, 2014; DoE, 2015a; DEA, 2015. 
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This section discusses the attractiveness of the different business models for South 
African mining corporations to execute renewable energy projects. Business models 
entailing wheeling agreements with Eskom were not considered, as costs can add up to 
18% to the kWh price and the levelized costs of renewables are very close to Eskom’s 
(Rycroft, 2014b; Haw, 2013). The following 4 models are investigated with the assistance 
of the references of Boyse et al. (2014); GIZ (2014); Banerjee et al. (2015):  
 
x Self-generation model 
In the case of the self-generation model, the mining corporation develops a renewable 
generation source to reduce electricity costs and to increase independence. Grid-
connected mines use this model as a separate electricity source, which is only 
connected to the mine. To save costs and transmission losses, the plant should be as 
close as possible to the mining operation. It is possible to implement this model in two 
ways. The first is for the mine to develop, finance and operate the plant on its own land, 
using a sub-contractor for the development. The second is to lease its own land to an 
independent power producer (IPP), who then sells the electricity to the mine. An 
example is provided in section 2.2.4 with the Cronimet Chrome Mine. 
 
The benefit of the self-generation model is that the smallest number of actors is 
involved and, therefore, this model is presently preferred by experts. The disadvantage 
is the high initial investment cost – which represents a shift from operating expenses 
(diesel fuel or Eskom electricity costs) to capital expenses (plant costs). Thus, this 
model is only rewarding in the long term. The risk for an independent power producer is 
the long-term commitment to only one client, the mine. Factors like changing 
commodity prices or operational expenses can lead, in the worst case scenario, to the 
closure of a mine (Jamasmie, 2014).  
 
x Industrial pooling model 
The industrial pooling model entails several corporations with mining operations 
situated close to one another forming a partnership to reduce electricity generation 
costs. The foundation of this model is the building of a consortium to enter a long-term 
power purchase agreement with shared renewable energy assets. As in previous 
models, the project can be realised by using combined financial investments and a 
sub-contractor to build the plant. The plant would be situated on the land of one of the 
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mining operations. Another option is to use an IPP, and then use a mini-grid to 
distribute the electricity.  
 
According to Table 2.1, the only project of this type could be found in Lac de Gras, 
northwest in Canada. Two mining corporations, Rio Tinto and Dominion Diamond, 
created a joint venture to realize a 9,2 MW hybrid wind/diesel off-grid plant to power 
their operations. The wind project costs amounted to €28,2 Million with a predicted 
payback time of 8 years, resulting from the diesel savings (Rio Tinto, 2015).  
 
The advantage would be a lowering of the electricity costs as a result of a higher 
economy of scale than in the case of self-generation. The difficulty, however, lies in the 
planning process of the model. Experience has shown that a joint capital investment of 
competitors is difficult to achieve, owing to different interests, diverse lifespans of the 
mines, and a lack of knowledge about renewables.  
 
x Net metering model 
The net metering model can only be implemented by grid-connected mines, which 
purchase electricity from the national supplier. The purpose of this model is to lower 
long-term electricity expenses, avoid potential electricity interruptions and lower CO2 
emissions. This model can be installed by the mine itself, using a sub-contractor, or by 
an IPP. Eskom, the organisation operating the national electricity grid purchases the 
excess electricity produced by the renewable source. For clarification purpose, 
wheeling would be the process of using Eskom’s grid to transmit the electricity 
produced from the plant to the point of usage, which is based on a fee for each unit 
transmitted.  
 
The benefit of the system is to gain additional revenue for the operator of the system. 
In addition, no electricity is wasted as all energy generated is used. The disadvantage 
of the model is that net metering is currently not supported by the regulatory framework 
in South Africa and is, therefore, not feasible.  
 
x Self-generation model for powering rural settlements  
The self-generation model for powering rural settlements is especially for off-grid mines 
running on diesel generators. In this case, a rural settlement would be situated close to 
the mine. The community could be connected via a mini-grid through an own 
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investment or an IPP. The outcome would be the reduction of electricity expenses for 
the mining corporation and rural electrification. The renewable electricity plant can be 
installed via a sub-contractor, by the mine itself, or through an IPP. The neighbouring 
community would apply for government support to run a transmission line.  
 
The advantage of the model is that selling the unused electricity to the community 
creates extra revenue. Therefore, the mine could contribute to one of the government’s 
targets of electrification for all. A difficulty presented by the model is the deviation of 
active mines from their core business. In addition, the process of obtaining required 
permits from Eskom, NERSA and environment or land management offices is lengthy 
and difficult. Furthermore, the fact that the mine provides electricity to the public would 
necessitate a generation license, especially if the settlement is already connected to 
the Eskom grid. The regulatory difficulties in South Africa make this model unfeasible.  
 
Anglo American Platinum and Canada based Ballard Power Systems passed the 
regulatory difficulties and started in the beginning of 2015, a 12 months trial run, by 
electrifying 34 households in the Free State, South Africa. The settlement is not 
connected to the national Eskom grid and is now powered using a methanol fuel cell 
prototype product. The system includes a battery bank and inverter operating within a 
micro-grid and is designed to provide a total of 15kW of fuel cell-generated electric 
power, and can generate peak power of 60 kW with the support of batteries (Kotze, 
2014). 
 
The essence of this section was to investigate the most attractive business model to 
realize renewable energy projects at mining operations in South Africa. The model of self-
generation was selected as most attractive and will be used as one of the pillars to create 
the model in chapter 5. 
 
2.5  Corporate development 
Business and private consumer awareness of environmental issues has risen dramatically 
over the past two decades. Possible results are public reporting and increased electricity 
prices through taxes or levies (Cummins et al., 2008). Members of the Energy Intensive 
User Group of Southern Africa, of which 47% are mining corporations, have become 
aware of this development and have started to make their efforts to become “greener” 
public on their webpages and other media channels. Most efforts are projects to reduce 
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their carbon footprint. Indeed, financial advantages still have the highest priority, such as 
the low running costs of the technology and carbon taxing (EIUG, 2014b).  
 
Table 2.4 shows that the vast majority – 25 out of 31 – of EIUG members give detailed 
information on their environmental protective programmes, primarily energy efficiency 
initiatives, on their webpages. Three of the companies provide the information that they 
are in the process of conducting feasibility studies on photovoltaic and wind power and 
one has built a 1 MW PV solar plant. 
 
Table 2.4: Energy efficiency programmes of EIUG members 
Company name Reference Energy efficiency / 
Environment protection 
Renewable energy 
AECI  (AECI, 2011) Yes No 
Air Liquide  (Air Liquide, 2014) Yes No 
Anglo Operations  (Anglo Operations, 2014) Yes No 
Anglo Platinum  (Anglo Platinum, 2014) Yes Yes (PV feasibility) 
AngloGold Ashanti  (AngloGold Ashanti, 2014) Yes No 
ArcelorMittal  (ArcelorMittal, 2014) Yes No 
Assore (Assore, 2014) Yes No 
BHP Billiton  (BHP Billition, 2014) Yes No 
Columbus Stainless  (Columbus Stainless, 2014) Yes No 
Consol Glass (Consol, 2014) Yes No 
Evraz Highveld Steel  (Evraz, 2014) No No 
Exxaro Resources  (Exxaro, 2014) Yes Yes (wind and PV feasibility) 
GFI Mining South Africa  (Gold Fields, 2014) Yes No 
Glencore  (Glencore, 2014) Yes No 
Harmony Gold Mine Company  (Harmony Gold, 2014) Yes No 
Implats  (Implats, 2014) Yes No 
Kumba Iron Ore [64] (Anglo Operations, 2014) Yes No 
Lonmin  (Lonmin, 2014) Yes Yes (wind feasibility & 1 MW 
PV) 
Mondi  (Mondi Group, 2014) Yes No 
PPC Cement  (PPC Cement, 2014) Yes No 
Rand Water  (Rand Water, 2014) No No 
Richards Bay Minerals  (Richards Bay Minerals, 2014) Yes No 
SA Calcium Carbide  (SA Calcium Carbide, 2014) No No 
SABMiller  (SABMiller, 2014) Yes No 
Samancor  (Samancor, 2014) No No 
SAPPI South Africa  (Sappi South Africa, 2014) Yes No 
Sasol  (Sasol, 2014) Yes No 
Scaw Metals Group  (Scaw, 2014) Yes No 
Sublime Technologies  (Sublime, 2014) No No 
Transnet  (Transnet, 2014) No No 
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2.6  Environmental factors 
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) predicts, in its 
Environmental Outlook, that global greenhouse gas emissions will increase by 37% 
between 2008 and 2030. The highest contribution to emissions is made by the BRICS 
nations (OECD, 2008). In 2002, on the African continent, 90,6% of CO2 was emitted by 
South Africa (United Nations, 2005). The main sources of air pollution in South Africa are 
heavy industries via activities such as electricity generation, mining and smelting 
operations (Southern African Development Community, SADC, 2012). 
 
The South African government has subsequently announced its intention to launch a 
carbon emissions tax (Republic of South Africa, 2013). The bill is part of the commitment 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to below business as usual by 34% by 2020 and 
42% by 2025. The tax is planned to be introduced at a marginal rate of €8,61 (ZAR120) 
per ton of CO2. Taking into account the listed tax-free threshold, the effective carbon tax 
rate will vary between €0,43 (ZAR6) and €3,44 (ZAR48) per ton of CO2. All calculations 
are closely linked to the Department of Environmental Affairs’ mandatory reporting 
requirements. Entities will be liable for: fossil fuel combustion emissions; industrial 
processes and product use emission; fugitive emissions (National Treasury of South 
Africa, 2015; Swart, 2015).  
 
According to the latest publication on the 2nd of November 2015 from the national treasury 
of South Africa, the Draft Carbon Tax Bill includes the following features (National 
Treasury of South Africa, 2015):  
 
1. Basic 60 per cent tax-free threshold during the first phase of the carbon tax, from 
implementation date up to the year 2020;  
2. Additional 10 per cent per cent tax-free allowance for process emissions; 
3. Additional tax-free allowance for trade exposed sectors of up to 10 per cent;   
4. Recognition for early actions and/or efforts to reduce emissions that beat the industry 
average in the form of a tax-free allowance of up to 5 per cent;  
5. A carbon offsets tax-free allowance of 5 to 10 per cent;  
6. To recognize the role of carbon budgets, an additional 5 per cent tax-free allowance for 
companies participating in phase 1 (up to the year 2020) of the carbon budgeting 
system;  
7. The combined effect of all of the above tax-free thresholds will be capped at 95 per 
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cent. 
 
However, there is still a lot of controversy in politics and media about the actual design of 
the tax, date of implementation and if it will actually be implemented. A scenario analysis 
by R. Baxter, CEO of the Chamber of Mines of South Africa (2015) states two case 
scenarios of how the tax would affect two deep underground gold mines close to 
Johannesburg, owned by AngloGoldAshanti and SibanyeGold (see Addendum G). The 
Sibanye case predicts a further 30% price increase from 2014 to 2017. The Anglo case 
forecasts its electricity tariff to increase from €4,30 (ZAR60) cents / kWh in 2013 to €10,9 
(ZAR152) cents / kWh in 2020, without the tax an increase to €10,4 (ZAR145) cents / kWh 
is projected. 
 
The treasury claims that the tax will not affect the cost of electricity by Eskom, as the 
national supplier might be excluded or the existing environmental levy included in tariffs 
will be replaced by the tax. In addition, plans are still uncertain about a levy reduction and 
other “revenue recycling” measures, which will be specifically aimed at not increasing 
costs in distressed sectors such as mining (Van Rensburg, 2015; Peyper, 2015; Dhawan, 
2015; Seccombe, 2015).  
 
The electricity generation in South Africa is responsible for 48% of the country’s carbon 
emissions. The extra costs of the emission tax on generating electricity will, in all 
likelihood, be passed on to the consumer. The increased electricity price could have a 
severe impact on the competitiveness of intensive electricity users in South Africa. The 
aim is to reach a CO2 plateau in 2025, to prevent possible trade restrictions with first world 
countries, due to their likely future regulative framework (Mammatt et al., 2011; Alton et al., 
2014). 
 
2.7  Core information for the following research 
This section provides an overview in Table 2.5 on the information gathered in this chapter, 
which was directed to answer the research objectives stated in Figure 2.1 in section 2.1. 
The results will be used as the foundation and decision framework for the research 
process in chapter 4 and 5.  
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Table 2.5: Overview of results of chapter 2 
Topic Result 
  
Renewables sources with 
potential 
1. Solar PV 
2. On-shore wind 
3. Geothermal 
Possible electricity sources 
x Diesel generator 
x Hybrid diesel generator/solar PV  
x Hybrid diesel generator/on-shore wind power 
x Hybrid diesel generator/geothermal power 
x Eskom grid connected 
x Hybrid Eskom grid connected/solar PV 
x Hybrid Eskom grid connected/on-shore wind power 
x Hybrid Eskom grid connected/geothermal power 
Business model Self - generation 
CO2 tax €0,00 (ZAR0) - €3,44 (ZAR48) 
 
2.8  Conclusion 
The purpose of this chapter was to determine the influences that shape the market 
potential of renewable sources of electricity at mining operations in South Africa. The 
results reveal that the most lucrative renewable electricity sources for mining corporations 
operating in South Africa, in descending order of suitability, are solar PV, on-shore wind 
and geothermal technology.  
 
Owing to the electricity usage patterns of mining operations and the intermittency, 
especially of solar PV and wind, a hybrid version with current sources has to be used. To 
execute a project, the business model of self-generation was identified as the most 
promising, and can be realised through own investment or an IPP agreement.  
 
The past and projected future economic situation of mining corporations operating in 
South Africa creates the opportunity for renewable electricity sources to contribute to their 
long-term success. The advantages would be greater independence from diesel and 
Eskom’s electricity supply, lower electricity costs and reduced CO2 emissions. However, 
considering the shift from operational to capital expenses, some key challenges exist: 
firstly, the need to foster greater trust in investors so that PPA projects may be realised, 
and secondly and of greater importance, the need to encourage further research for 
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decision-making leaders of mining corporations with regard to a possible fit of renewable 
electricity sources to the specific requirements of mining operations (Judd, 2014b). 
 
The following chapters conducted further research to contribute to this development. The 
chapter investigates research approaches to include the perspective of mines in order to 
contribute to this analysis as best as possible.  
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Chapter 3 Selection and assessment of possible 
research approaches: A review 
3.1  Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to assess possible research approaches and select the 
most valuable one to combine the internal and external factors for analysing a possible fit 
of renewables to mining operations in South Africa. Previous research has been directed 
mainly at analysing the external influences for renewable sources relating to mining 
operations in South Africa (see section 1.4.1). The contribution of this chapter is to identify 
a research approach, which incorporates the internal business approach of mining 
corporations to evaluate electricity sources. The approach is used to structure the 
research, as the existing theory and previous applications create a greater research 
foundation through experience and further ensure that all aspects are considered to 
achieve the research objectives. The selected approach of this chapter represents the 
foundation to ultimately combine the internal evaluation process of mining corporations 
with the current knowledge about the external framework. 
 
The aim of this chapter is to create a solid foundation by selecting an appropriate research 
approach and to examine how past applications can contribute to this research. The 
objectives are illustrated in Figure 3.1. Chapter 5 implements the selected research 
approach, from a mining perspective, with the final result of a clear evaluation and 
comparison of how renewable and current sources perform for mining corporations in 
South Africa. 
 
Figure 3.1: Research objectives 
Asses and select the most 
suitable research approach 
Identify the most suitable 
research approach. 
Main objective 
Identify previous adaptations 
of the selected research 
approach to similar cases.  
1st objective 2nd objective 
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3.2  Method selection 
3.2.1  Requirements of the method 
For the purpose of this study, the researcher decided to use a substantiated research 
method. Extensive academic research has already been done to ensure that the methods 
considers all aspects regarding its overall purpose. Therefore, it provides more assurance 
in respect of this research that all aspects are investigated. Secondly, previous 
applications in similar cases contribute to more understanding of how the objectives can 
be met. For instance, the research method was used from a different decision-maker’s 
perspective to analyse electricity sources, like a governmental body.  
 
This section describes the requirements of the research method to best address the main 
research objective of this chapter, namely to investigate the business approach of mining 
corporations to evaluate and select electricity sources. In the past, almost no evaluation 
was necessary, as Eskom, or in remote locations, diesel generators were used. The 
development of technologies like renewables increased the importance of the evaluation 
approach. The requirements were determined throughout the research process and 
especially with the input of experts from the mining and energy industry (see Addendum 
A). This was conducted with the help of the decision framework defined in chapter 2, an 
overview was provided in section 2.7. They were to be used to find the most appropriate 
basis for research to investigate this decision framework. To be able to achieve a 
successful investigation of the main objective, the research method needed to fulfil the 
following requirements:  
 
1. To provide information to mining corporations about a possible fit of renewable energy 
in the context of their own unique usage patterns (Section 2.2). As described in the 
introduction, recent developments have increased the attractiveness of renewable 
energy. Consequently, research has to be conducted to illustrate to mining 
corporations how this could fit their specific needs. 
2. To add to the education of renewable energy companies about the needs and business 
structure of this new type of customer, namely mining corporations. The approach has 
to create a greater understanding of renewable energy companies and how best to 
customise the information about electricity sources to the specifications of mining 
operations. 
3. To investigate the strengths and weaknesses of selected electricity sources. The 
approach has to be able to contribute to the reasoning why a selected electricity source 
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has or has not been appropriate for mining operations. The weaknesses should 
illustrate what potentially has to change to make it more attractive. 
4. To compare different selected electricity sources according to the specific needs of 
mining operations. It should be possible to illustrate why certain sources have provided 
a better fit for mining operations than others. The comparison between presently used 
and new technologies adds to a better understanding. 
 
3.2.2  Possible methods 
This section lists different popular methods, which could possibly assist to structure the 
research. All methods listed in Table 3.1 were considered and investigated. The MCDA, 
the balanced scorecard (BSC) and strategic planning methods were found to be most 
likely to contribute to the characteristics listed in section 3.2.1. The other methods that are 
used less frequently are scenario and contingency planning (Ringland, 2006), change 
management programmes (Cameron and Green, 2012), the value chain (Presutti and 
Mawhinney, 2013), Porter’s Five Forces (Hough et al., 2011), SWOT analysis (Hough et 
al., 2011), core competencies and capabilities (Tidd, 2006), strategic benchmarking 
(Watson, 2007), PESTLE analysis (Grant and Jordan, 2012) and cost-benefit analysis (De 
Rus, 2010). Table 3.1 gives the different methods and illustrates which requirements the 
three selected methods fulfilled. The numbers in the top row are linked to the requirements 
in section 3.2.1. 
 
Table 3.1: Possible strategic methods 
Method Requirement 1 Requirement 2 Requirement 3 Requirement 4 
Multi-criteria decision analysis1 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Balanced scorecard2 ✔ ✖ ✔ ✖ 
Strategic planning3 ✔ ✔ ✖ ✖ 
(1) Ishizaka and Nemery, 2013; (2) Westermann and Sehl, 2006; (3) King and Cleland, 1987  
 
Each of the three selected methods is briefly introduced, a possible utilisation is described 
and a contribution according to these characteristics is discussed: 
 
x A strategic planning (SP) model is a tool for businesses to organise their current 
operations to realise the desired future. The model can be seen as a road map for the 
business to get from the current situation to future goals. It is of importance for 
businesses to create a plan, as it provides clarity on how to achieve the planned goals. 
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It can be seen as a manual on how to consider factors in the external and internal 
environment and how to generate the best possible outcome (King and Cleland, 1987). 
Every strategic planning model should entail seven elements, namely plan-to-plan 
(rarely used); mission; needs assessment; strategic objectives; outcome measures; 
strategies and performance feed-forward (De Beer, 2000). 
 
The SP approach can be adapted and implemented according to the main research 
objective of this chapter. A mining corporation should express in its strategic mission 
statement the aim to diversify its electricity mix and should specifically set out its 
approach to adopting renewable sources (Cetindamar et al., 2013). The SP process 
would first identify the exact objectives are to be achieved. According to the objectives, 
the possible electricity-generating technologies would then be introduced, followed by 
the identification of the internal and external issues and requirements, which have to be 
fulfilled. Lastly, the SP approach could investigate which technology would be best 
suited, according to the internal and external influences identified. 
 
A shortcoming of the SP approach is that it will not identify strengths and weaknesses, 
nor will it compare the selected technologies according to the specific demand 
requirements of mining corporations. Furthermore, it will be influenced strongly by the 
mining corporations’ strategic aims. Another shortcoming – relevant to this paper – is 
the more strategic nature of the SP to improve a company’s business coordination 
(Jakhotiya, 2013). The objective of this research is oriented towards a once-off 
decision. 
 
x The balanced scorecard (BSC) is a tool that converts the strategy and mission of an 
organisation into performance indicators that are of a qualitative and quantitative 
nature. The indicators provide the structure for an effective, dynamic and timely 
strategic management and measurement system to achieve the overall strategy 
(Westermann and Sehl, 2006). The scorecard approach identifies elements and 
requirements that have to be considered in order to follow the strategy with the best 
possible outcome. The original Balanced Scorecard of Robert Kaplan and David 
Norton (1992) entails four scoring elements, namely financial, customer, internal 
business processes, and learning and growth (Linard and Yoon, 2000). 
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The BSC principle could have been used to fulfil the main research objective of this 
chapter, with some adaptation for mining corporations that have the goal of getting 
involved in renewable energy sources. The adaptation and application would contribute 
to providing information to mining corporations, as it would show all the criteria that a 
mining corporation has to fulfil to realise such a project. The adaptation would replace 
the original scoring elements with more energy-related ones, for instance, financial, 
environmental, strategic and operational. The corporation could measure its own 
standards against the ones from the renewable energy source and see where it has to 
improve or where issues could arise. After adapting and applying the scorecard to 
evaluate the selected technologies, comparisons could then have been made 
according to the requirements.  
 
The BSC approach would contribute to informing mining corporations about renewable 
energy, by illustrating the main requirements that have to be fulfilled when realising on-
site renewable energy projects. The mining corporation would then understand in which 
areas adjustments have to be made or, perhaps, that no realisation of objectives would 
be possible as requirements simply are not achievable.  
 
The shortcoming here is that the requirements are not based on the specific needs of a 
mining corporation. Furthermore, the fact that the requirements are based on what the 
technology can supply, rather than on the demands of the mining corporation, makes 
comparisons difficult, as the requirements might differ. 
 
Another problem is that the BSC approach requires the mining corporations to have the 
initial strategic goal to get involved in renewable energy (Person, 2013). As the market 
is still relatively new, mining corporations first have to be informed about the 
possibilities of renewable energy in catering for their specific needs (Chislett, 2014). 
Consequently, with adapting and applying the BSC, the criteria used are based on the 
technology’s specification and not from the mining corporations’ perspective, which 
limits the informative data. The approach should not illustrate the requirements to 
realise the technology, but rather how it would work based on the mining corporations’ 
needs.  
 
x The multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is a method that is utilised in making 
complex decisions. When making complicated decisions, it is necessary for the 
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decision-makers to handle a large number of criteria, which influence the decision. The 
MCDA method supports the decision-makers in the selection of the best possible 
alternative (Ishizaka and Nemery, 2013). The MCDA process is generally divided into 
three main steps, namely the problem structuring, the model building, and the approval 
of the model (Stewart and Belton, 2002). The problem-structuring phase comprises, 
firstly, the investigation of possible alternatives; secondly, the identification of criteria 
that influence the decision; thirdly, the investigation of uncertainty in the process; and, 
lastly, the examination of influences from the external environment. The model-building 
phase represents the development of a method to evaluate the alternatives according 
to the criteria while the approval phase tests how accurately the model is working 
(Mateo, 2012).  
 
It was found that the MCDA method could be adapted to the context of the main 
research objective of this chapter as it could illustrate to mining corporations which 
selection of electricity sources would be most suitable. The method would achieve this 
by utilising the mining corporations’ own evaluation criteria. Firstly, the research would 
identify the criteria that mining corporations use to evaluate possible electricity sources. 
Secondly, the type of electricity source and possible uncertainties in the internal and 
external environment would be identified. Thirdly, based on the identified criteria, an 
MCDA method would have to be developed to analyse different electricity-generating 
technologies. The most likely and attractive technologies could then be analysed and 
evaluated.  
 
The MCDA method developed for the purpose of this research would provide 
information to mining corporations by indicating the possible fit of renewable energy. 
The corporations would be able to understand, according to their own evaluation 
criteria, what it entails to use renewable energy. However, the method would be 
developed according to a specific type of electricity source to ensure that the same 
criteria can be used – which would limit the applicability to technologies. Possible types 
of technologies are self-generating sources like diesel generators and trigeneration 
systems like combined heat and power (CHP).  
 
The renewable energy company would gain more understanding of how mining 
corporations evaluate such projects. Consequently, it would ease the communication 
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about a possible project realisation, as information packages about the technology can 
be customised from the beginning.  
 
The method enables the mining corporation to identify the strengths and weaknesses 
of the selected technologies from their own point of view (Stewart and Belton, 2002). A 
clearer understanding of how the new technologies would perform compared to the 
present ones would be obtained. It would also be possible to compare, according to 
each criterion, how the different alternatives perform while paying close attention to 
external influences.  
 
3.2.3  Selection of strategic method 
The MCDA technique was selected as the most appropriate method to investigate the 
main research objective of this chapter. The technique evaluates and analyses electricity 
options from the perspective of mining corporations. The other two approaches would 
require the initial aim of the mining corporations to be to implement renewable energy and 
would not analyse the technologies according to the mines’ own criteria. As the market for 
renewable sources of electricity is still in its infancy (Chislett, 2014), the MCDA method 
was considered more suitable.  
 
The renewable energy company would be able to gain the most valuable information from 
the MCDA method, as it identifies the criteria and structure that are important to mining 
corporations. In addition, as the technology is new for mining corporations and not for the 
renewable energy company, it would be more beneficial to analyse the strengths and 
weaknesses and to compare the technologies from the perspective of the mining 
corporations. 
 
Another reason is that both SP and BSC are more oriented towards the successful 
realisation of a business strategy, than a physical project. The BSC aims continually to 
measure, according to selected criteria, how close the performance is to the overall 
strategic goal. The research content of this chapter, however, aims for a once-off decision. 
 
Lastly, the SP approach involves the investigation of the different technologies, the internal 
issues, the external influences, the market potential and a possible scenario analysis. As 
the market is still in its infancy, the key focus should be on the education of the mining 
corporations.  
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3.3  MCDA method selection 
3.3.1  Requirements of the MCDA method 
The theory of MCDA consists of different methods, which have to be carefully chosen with 
regard to the context of adaptation. This section describes the requirements of the MCDA 
method to best address the main research objective of this study, namely to investigate a 
possible fit for how renewables can perform in respect to the specific characteristics of 
mining operations in South Africa. The required elements were used to scan different 
MCDA categories and methods to identify the one best-suited for adaptation in the context 
of this study. It is important to mention that it was often difficult for the researcher to justify 
the selection of a method. None of them are perfect, nor is it possible to apply them to all 
decision problems. Each method entails its own limitations, characteristics, principles and 
perspectives (Ishizaka and Nemery, 2013). Consequently, the following requirements were 
used to make the best possible selection: 
 
1. Once-off decision – Specialist knowledge of the characteristics of the MCDA method is 
required in order to contribute successfully to this type of decision. The decision to 
select the best-suited electricity source has to be made once and is not recurring. Only 
after years of usage a re-evaluation may be necessary as price structures or 
performance levels may have changed (Khatib, 2008).  
2. Investigate the evaluation structure – The implementation of the MCDA method has to 
bring about a clear understanding of the internal evaluation structure of mining 
corporations. It has to show how each criterion contributes to the overall decision. This 
may lead to renewable energy companies having a better understanding of a potential 
new type of customer, namely mining corporations. 
3. Analyse alternatives separately – The method has to deliver the basis for a separate 
analysis of each alternative. It should make it possible to illustrate and explain the 
strengths and weaknesses of an alternative independently of the other alternatives. 
The decision-maker has to understand the implications of selecting a certain option. 
4. Compare alternatives – It has to be possible to compare alternatives according to their 
strengths and weaknesses. The results should demonstrate the advantages and 
disadvantages of selecting one electricity source above the others. The results ought to 
provide the decision-maker with the necessary information in order to optimise his or 
her selection. 
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5. Incorporate unknown alternatives – As the concept of renewable electricity sources is 
relatively new for mining corporations in South Africa (Boyse et al., 2014), the method 
has to be able to incorporate the analysis of alternatives not known to the decision-
maker. The basis for the adapted method, before implementing the data of alternatives, 
should not include any predispositions towards a specific outcome.  
 
3.3.2  Possible MCDA methods 
The purpose of this section was to select the MCDA method, which is best suited to 
contribute to the achievement of the research objectives. This was achieved by 
investigating the categories and methods according to the requirements listed in section 
3.3.1 (see Table 3.2). For structural purposes, the reasoning was sub-divided into the 
selection of the most appropriate MCDA category, and then the method. 
 
Table 3.2: Selection process of MCDA method 
MCDA categories Req. 1. Req. 2. Req. 3. Req. 4. Req. 5. 
Goal, aspiration or reference level methods ✖ ✖ ✖ ✖ ✖ 
Outranking methods ✔ ✔ ✖ ✔ ✔ 
Value measurement methods ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
 
Selection  
 
Value measurement methods      
Measuring attractiveness by a categorical based 
evaluation technique method (MACBETH) 
✔ ✔ ✖ ✔ ✔ 
Analytical hierarchy process (AHP) ✔ ✔ ✖ ✔ ✔ 
Multi-attribute value theory (MAVT) ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
 
Final choice  
 
Multi-attribute value theory      
 
3.3.2.1  Selection of MCDA category 
It is generally accepted that MCDA methods can be divided into three broad MCDA 
categories, or schools of thought, namely the value measurement methods, the goal, 
aspiration or reference level methods and outranking methods (Stewart and Belton, 2002). 
The list below, firstly, introduces the theory of each category, followed by the examination 
of which requirements are or are not satisfied. Lastly, the category is selected and reasons 
are stated.  
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x Goal, aspiration or reference methods – These methods establish, in coordination with 
the decision-makers, desirable or satisfactory levels of achievement for each 
evaluation criterion. The results of the implementation identify the alternative that is 
closest to realising these goals and aspirations (Roy and McCord, 1996). The method 
is preferably used for decisions on problems of a repetitive nature or familiar to the 
decision-maker (Stewart and Belton, 2002). This contradicts requirement 1 and 5. In 
addition, the methods necessitate that performance measures are available in 
quantitative form (Chang, 2011). This eliminates requirements 2, 3, and 4, given that 
the selected criteria for this study are qualitative in nature.  
x Outranking methods – These methods compare alternative courses of action in a 
pairwise approach. This is initially done on a criterion-by-criterion basis in order to state 
the preference of one over the other. Thereafter, the methods aggregate such 
preferences of all selected criteria in order to identify the level of evidence favouring 
one alternative over the others. Partial and complete rankings are constructed 
(Geldermann and Schöbel, 2011). Consequently, the methods investigate the internal 
evaluation structure and compare alternatives that are new or known to the decision 
maker, which fulfils requirements 2, 3 and 4. Requirement 3 is not achieved, as 
pairwise comparisons are used, which makes it impossible to analyse alternatives 
separately. The methods are used for discrete choice problems (Bouyssou et al., 
2002), which satisfies requirement 1.  
x Value measurement methods – The methods create numerical scores for each 
alternative analysed to illustrate the preferences associated with each alternative. 
Initially, scores are established for each selected criterion separately. Thereafter scores 
are synthesised on the basis of relative importance. This, in turn, effects aggregation 
into higher-level preference methods – which enables the drawing up of a complete 
ranking with scores. The basis of the methods differs as some are built on pairwise 
comparisons and others on preference functions (Keeney, 1992). The foundation of 
constructing preference functions for each criterion fulfils requirements 2 and 3. As the 
decision-maker does not have to formulate any pre-set ambitions, requirement 5 is 
satisfied. The methods are suited for once-off decision problems, to please requirement 
1 (Triantaphyllou, 2000). 
 
For the purpose of this study, the value measurement school of thought was selected, 
while the outranking methods was a close second. The value measurement methods 
satisfied all requirements of section 3.3.1. Firstly, the value measurement methods were 
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better suited than the outranking methods with regard to requirement 2. By creating value 
functions for each selected criterion and incorporating relative weights, the internal 
structure of mining corporations to evaluate electricity sources is illustrated in detail. The 
outranking methods did not satisfy this requirement to the same extent, as criteria were not 
investigated separately. In addition, the outranking methods were not able to fulfil 
requirement 3, as the results of the analysis were not separate for each alternative, but 
appeared in relation to each other. Lastly, the goal, aspiration or reference school of 
thought could not fulfil any of the requirements. 
 
3.3.2.2  Selection of value measurement method 
The selected value measurement school of thought, also known as the ‘full aggregation 
approach’, was the most detailed and comprehensive MCDA option (Eliasson and Lee, 
2003). Within this school of thought, different methods exist. This section investigates 
three established method designs, which produce the most detailed results of the value 
measurement methods (Ishizaka and Nemery, 2013; Linkov and Moberg, 2012). In the 
following list, the choice of the best-suited method for the adaptation to the context of this 
research is identified and discussed.  
 
x Measuring attractiveness by the categorical based evaluation technique method 
(MACBETH) – This method consists of three steps. The first step is to structure the 
problem, which is followed by constructing a judgement matrix on the basis of interval 
pairwise comparisons. If consistency of the matrix is proven, the attractiveness can be 
calculated (Ertay et al., 2013). As the method uses pairwise comparisons, it is difficult 
to analyse alternatives separately, which contradicts requirement 3. The other 
requirements can be fulfilled. 
x Analytical hierarchy process (AHP) – This method comprises three steps, similar to 
MACBETH. Firstly, the problem is structured, followed by the creation of a judgement 
matrix based on ratio pairwise comparisons. Again, if results are consistent, the 
attractiveness can be calculated. A sensitivity analysis can be conducted to reduce 
uncertainty (Stein, 2013). As this method also uses pairwise comparison, even though 
on a ratio scale, requirement 3 is difficult to accomplish. However, all other 
requirements can be satisfied.  
x Multi-attribute value theory (MAVT) – This method entails five steps. The first step is to 
structure the problem. The second is to determine the criteria that the decision-maker 
uses to evaluate the decision problem. Thirdly, a scale is developed to measure each 
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criterion. Fourthly, a value function is created for each criterion. Lastly, the data of each 
alternative are implemented and results can be analysed and compared. A sensitivity 
analysis can then be conducted (Stefanopoulos et al., 2014). Since a preference 
function is constructed for each criterion, alternatives can be analysed separately and 
in comparison to each other.  
 
The MAVT was selected as it satisfies all requirements of section 3.3.1. The method can 
be used for once-off decisions (Ferretti et al., 2014). It is the most comprehensive MCDA 
method and the most detailed way to investigate the internal structure of mining 
corporations, as a preference function is created for each criterion. The MACBETH and 
AHP methods are less satisfying on this requirement as each criterion is not treated 
separately (Ishizaka and Nemery, 2013). Consequently, only the MAVT is able to analyse 
alternatives separately considering that the results are not based on a pairwise 
comparison. The three methods enable the decision-maker to choose between unfamiliar 
alternatives, as no aspirations or goals are required. 
 
3.4  Existing applications to similar cases 
3.4.1  Previous MCDA approaches to energy planning 
In order to have an overview and an understanding of how MCDA approaches were used 
in energy planning in recent years, a literature review was conducted. Twenty-six other 
approaches were identified and summarised in the same way as the MCDA approaches 
were used, namely according to publication year, energy alternatives selected, final 
ranking of alternatives, type of criteria used, types of alternatives, main stakeholder 
(perspective), project size, source of criteria used, and the area of implementation. The 
results are represented in Table 3.3. 
 
The points below introduce each column in Table 3.3 and provide a brief summary of the 
findings: 
x Column 1 firstly enumerates each article from 1 to 26, with the purpose of using the 
articles as references in Table 3.4 in section 3.4.2. Secondly, the selection of past 
MCDA approaches was divided in half: 13 mixed electricity alternatives and 13 purely 
renewable alternatives. The main reason was to illustrate if there were differences in 
the selection of the evaluation criteria, which are shown in Table 3.4 in section 3.4.2. 
Mixed alternatives, besides renewable energy, include other non-renewable energy 
sources like nuclear, coal and/or fossil fuels. 
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x Column 2 gives the author and the publication year of the study. Nineteen (73%) of the 
26 articles were published between the years of 2009 and 2014, with the oldest in 
2001. 
x Columns 3 & 4 name all electricity alternatives, which were analysed by the MCDA. 
Column 4 includes blank rows as not all studies provided a ranking. In the mixed 
alternatives, i.e. articles 1 to 13, the most frequently nominated alternative was wind 
with 12, followed by solar (n=11), hydro (n=11), gas (n=11), nuclear (n=10) and coal 
(n=9). In nine of the 13 articles, rankings and preferred choices were presented. A 
maximum of the top four choices are indicated. No non-renewable sources made it to 
the top four approaches. Wind appeared nine times, followed by hydro (n=8) and solar 
(n=6). 
 
The renewable energy sources (RES), i.e. articles 14 to 26, most recurrently selected 
wind (n=10) as an alternative, followed by solar (n=9), hydro (n=9) and biomass (n=8). 
In seven of the 13 articles, rankings and preferred choices were presented. Again a 
maximum of the top four choices are indicated in Table 3.3. Wind was listed in all 
seven top ratings, solar in six and hydro in two. Again, the same types of electricity 
sources, as in the mixed articles, were the preferred choices. 
x Column 5 represents the genre of the criteria that the study used to evaluate the 
alternatives. However, only 16 of the 26 articles clearly sub-divided the criteria into 
genres. With n=14, technological and environmental genres are used most frequently, 
followed by economic (n=11), socio-economic/-political (n=6) and social (n=6). 
x Column 6, firstly, shows the size of possible projects the MCDA was dealing with. It is 
divided into small-scale (0 < 𝑥 ≤ 5𝑀𝑊 ) and utility-scale (𝑥 > 5𝑀𝑊 ). Secondly, the 
main stakeholder for the MCDA selection is given. In 19 publications, the purpose was 
to find the best utility-scale alternative for a country’s electricity demand, and in one 
publication for small-scale residential buildings. No publication for the purpose of a 
mining operation could be found. The project size was utility-scale in 20 articles and 
small-scale in one. The other articles did not specify size or main stakeholder. 
x Column 7 indicates the types of decision-makers who were involved in identifying the 
evaluation criteria. In 19 MCDA approaches, decision-makers were not specified and a 
literature review was used. The other seven approaches used different types of 
decision-makers depending on the objectives. 
x Columns 8 & 9 state the topic of the MCDA approach and the physical area of 
implementation. Not all studies were specified to countries or areas. A regional 
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implementation was found in 15 publications. Turkey had the highest implementation 
rate with five, followed by Spain (n=2) and Greece (n=2). Almost half (n=7) were within 
the European Union.  
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3.4.2  Evaluation criteria in previous MCDA approaches 
This section provides an overview of the evaluation criteria, which were used in the MCDA 
approaches from numbers 1 to 26 in Table 3.3. The listing of publications in column 1 of 
Table 3.3 was repeated in Table 3.4 in this section to indicate how often criteria appeared 
in print. The most frequently recurring criteria are listed and the number specifies the 
publication in which they were published. In cases where criteria were used less than three 
times, they were categorised under ‘Other’.  
 
The criteria in Table 3.4 are divided into categories, namely technical, economic, 
environmental and socio-political. This was based on the results of ‘types of criteria’ in 
column 6 of Table 3.3. The technical category addresses the physical characteristics of the 
electricity alternative. The economic category investigates the financial feasibility. The 
environmental category evaluates the impact of the alternative on nature. Lastly, the socio-
political category measures the influence on the quality of life of people being affected by 
the project (Mateo, 2012). 
 
The overview of criteria used in the MCDA approaches are further sub-divided into those 
used in approaches evaluating, on the one hand, mixed sources and, on the other, only 
renewable energy sources. Criteria are only noted when they have an occurrence rate in 
more than three papers. The following provides a brief summary of the findings: 
 
x Technical – the criteria indicate that overall ‘efficiency’ (n=10), ‘capacity factor’ (n=8), 
‘reliability’ (n=8) and ‘maturity’ (n=7) are most frequently evaluated. A strong difference 
in application between mixed and renewable sources can be seen with ‘maturity’. It 
shows a higher regularity in the case of renewable energy sources.  
x Economic – this category shows that ‘investment cost’, with n=18, is predominantly 
used, followed by ‘fixed and variable operation, and maintenance costs’ (n=11) and 
‘electric costs’ (LCOE). A significant difference can be seen with the criteria ‘service 
life’ and ‘implementation period’, which are mostly used with the renewable energy 
sources. 
x Environmental – the most frequently used criteria are the ‘external costs’, with n=23. 
The external costs include different types of emissions. Some MCDA approaches 
specified the various emissions, while others summarised this aspect into one criterion. 
Further criteria are ‘land use’ (n=10) and ‘noise’ (n=4). 
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x Socio-political – the criteria illustrate that ‘social acceptability’ and ‘job creation’ were 
most regularly used, with n=10. In addition, ‘loss of life expectancy’ was used in n=6. 
The criterion ‘social benefit’ was only used in mixed MCDA approaches. 
 
Table 3.4: Review of criteria used in energy planning MCDA approaches 
Criterion General electricity Renewable energy Frequency 
Technical      
Efficiency 2,6,7,8,10,11 18,20,21,23 10 
Reliability 4,5,8 15,16,17,18,22 8 
Capacity factor 1,6,10,11,13 14,16,26 8 
Maturity   15,16,18,21,22,25,26 7 
Available power during peak load 4,5,6 20 4 
Safety 8,9 24 3 
Primary energy ratio 10,11 25 3 
Energy efficiency 1 20,25 3 
Others 5 15,17,19,24,25  
Economic      
Investment cost 1,2,3,5,7,10,11,13 14,17,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26 18 
Fixed and variable operation, and 
maintenance cost 
1,3,5,10,11 14,19,20,22,24,26 11 
Electric cost (LCOE) 2,4,6,7,12,13 16,18,26 9 
Fuel cost 1,3,10,11 20 5 
Service life   14,15,18,19,21 5 
Implementation period   14,17,19,21 4 
Fuel reserve years (sustainability) 1,8,12 23 4 
Net present value (NPV) 4 17,24,25 3 
Net import % of energy (stability) 1,3,12   3 
Contribution to energy independence 3,4,6   3 
Others 3,4,7,13 15,16,17,21,25  
Environmental      
CO2 emission 1,2,3,4,5,7,9 14,19,20,21,22,25 13 
NOx emission 1,4,5,9 20,25 6 
SO2 emission 1,4,5,9   4 
Particles emission 1,4,9   3 
External Cost 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11,12,13 14,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,25,26 23 
Land use 3,6,7,9 16,17,20,21,24,25 10 
Noise 3 16,24,25 4 
Visual impact 3 16,24 3 
Others 4 15,18,24  
Socio-political      
Social acceptability 3,4,6,9 15,16,17,20,21,22 10 
Job creation 1,3,4,6,9,13 17,20,21,22 10 
Loss of life expectancy (LLE) 1,6,9,13 23,25 6 
Social benefits 3,4,8   3 
Others 9,13 17,25  
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3.4.3  Impact on the MCDA approach for mining corporations 
As stated in the objective of this chapter, the second objective is to investigate previous 
adaptions of the selected research approach to similar cases. This will contribute to the 
foundation of an MCDA approach, to optimise the evaluation of electricity-generation 
sources, for mining corporations in South Africa. The literature review provides an 
overview of how MCDA approaches have been used in energy planning in past years. The 
following points indicate how they contributed to or affected the identification of the criteria 
of this chapter: 
 
x Not one MCDA approach in energy planning could be found from the perspective of a 
corporate entity and, especially not a mining corporation. Consequently, the previously 
used criteria can only be used as an indication.  
x The only energy planning MCDA approach on the African continent was in the northern 
country of Tunisia. No such approach in energy planning was found in South Africa. 
x The overview of previously used evaluation criteria assists in selecting the criteria for 
mining corporations. As the marketing of renewable energy to mining corporations is 
relatively new, respondents might not include all-important criteria for renewable 
sources. The listed criteria of energy planning serve as a check-list and might indicate 
that further investigations have to be conducted. 
x The type of criteria used by previous publications provides a solid indication about 
which ones are important for the evaluation of electricity-generation sources.  
x The globally preferred selection of solar, wind and hybrid technologies provides an 
indication about the renewable alternatives that should be included in the MCDA 
approach for mining corporations.  
 
3.5  Conclusion 
The preparation of this chapter is justified by two facts. Firstly, the present and predicted 
struggle with current electricity sources in South Africa has increased the attractiveness of 
the steadily advancing renewable technologies for mining operations in South Africa. 
Secondly, previous research has been directed only at investigating the external 
influences on this market (chapter 2). 
 
The contribution of this chapter has been to assess and select the most suitable research 
approach for the purpose of this study to include the perspective of mining corporations. 
The research has shown that the MCDA method is the most suitable approach. No 
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application of the MCDA method in energy planning from the perspective of corporate or 
mining entities could be found. Most MCDA adaptations were from the perspective of 
governmental bodies or general electricity source evaluations without a specific decision –
maker’s perspective. In addition, no adaptation of MCDA methods in energy planning was 
conducted in the South African context. The next step identified within the field of MCDA, 
the multi-attribute value theory (MAVT), as the most suitable method for adaption in the 
context of this study. MAVT is the most detailed MCDA method and fulfils all requirements 
of this research.  
 
This chapter, created the research foundation to evaluate and compare current and 
renewable electricity-generating options – from the perspective of mining corporations in 
South Africa. The reason for sub-dividing the work into three research phases was to 
create a basis for two components: the first component is the current knowledge about the 
influences on the potential of renewables for mining operations in South Africa in chapter 
2; the second component selects and assesses the most suitable strategic method to 
address the main objective of this study in chapter 3. Chapter 5 will adopt the MAVT 
method based on the foundation created in chapter 2 and feed the model with real-time 
data. The following chapter describes the adaption process of the MAVT method, which 
will then be represented in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 4 Creation process of the MAVT model 
4.1  Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the background information to the reader to 
understand how the MAVT method of this study was developed for mining corporations in 
South Africa. The foundation for the creation process was formed in chapter 2 and 3. 
Chapter 2 presented the decision framework for the mining corporation, which entails a 
selection of choices with the highest attractiveness the mine can choose from. Chapter 3 
discussed the MAVT method as most suitable to analyse and compare a possible fit of 
renewable electricity sources in the light of the external and internal environment.  
 
Figure 4.1 illustrated the MAVT creation process. The following sections describe each 
step by providing the literature theory and how it was conducted to create the model 
presented in chapter 5. The characteristics of the mining corporations participating in this 
study are introduced in the beginning. It is noteworthy that throughout the whole creation 
process, emphasis was put on the interconnectedness of all steps. When and where new 
information was gained affecting a previous step, the whole process was revised.  
Figure 4.1: The Multi-attribute value theory process 
Problem definition Step 1 
Determine evaluation criteria 
Step 2 
Develop a measurement scale 
for each criterion 
Step 3 
Define value functions and 
importance weights 
Step 4 
Determine results Step 5 
Results of chapter 2 
Semi-structured 
interviews (Addendum B) 
Post-it-session 
(Addendum D) 
Content analysis 
Semi-structured 
interviews 
(Addendum C) 
Literature review 
Semi-structured 
interviews 
(Addendum E & F) 
Pilot study 
Overall ranking score 
Performance matrix 
Interconnected process / D
elphi technique 
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4.1.1  Profile of mining corporations 
Four different mining corporations were included in the research, as illustrated in Table 
4.1. The respondents were electrical engineers and, in one case, the category manager 
(electric engineering background) of a utility supply chain with responsibility for one to six 
mines. Emphasis was placed on gaining information from a variety of mines with different 
resources, sizes and targets in order to gain optimal insight. The resources mined were 
gold, coal, chrome and zircon. The average annual electricity consumption per mine varied 
between 4,2 GWh and 2,752 GWh. As the Eskom tariff alters according to certain factors 
like seasons or day times, the yearly average price was stated for the sake of simplicity. 
Three mines were connected to the grid, with diesel generators as backup systems. One 
of the mines was running on diesel generators and had realised a 1 MW solar PV plant. 
Two other corporations were conducting a solar PV and on-shore wind power feasibility 
study. 
 
Table 4.1: Characteristics of mining corporations interviewed 
Characteristic Mining corporation 1 Mining corporation 2 Mining corporation 3 Mining corporation 4 
Job description Energy engineer Category manager: 
Utilities  Supply chain 
Energy engineer Energy engineer 
Type of recourses Gold Coal Chromium ores Zircon 
Number of mines 
represented  
3 6 1 1 
Average yearly 
electricity 
consumption 
2752 GWh 701 GWh 4,2 GWh  16,8 GWh 
Electricity costs as a 
percentage of total 
operational costs 
20% – – - 
Price per kWh to 
Eskom 
0,72 cent per kWh (yearly 
average) 
0,71 cent per kWh 
(yearly average) 
Not set yet, as connection 
had been established only 
recently 
No connection 
Percentage of 
electricity supplied by 
Eskom 
100% 100% 70% 
(30% Solar PV) 
0% 
Present on-site 
sources  
Diesel Diesel Diesel / Solar PV Diesel 
Backup system or 
fulltime use 
Backup Backup Diesel = backup 
Solar PV = fulltime 
Base load 
Reason to invest Save costs and more 
independence 
Not feasible Diesel savings Diesel savings 
Year of realisation Feasibility stage (10 MW 
Solar PV) 
- 2012 (PV) Feasibility stage (Wind 
power) 
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4.1.2  Step 1: Problem definition 
4.1.2.1  Stakeholders 
The business model has great influence on the type and number of stakeholders involved 
to establish an electricity source for mining operations. All stakeholders and their influence 
on the decision-making process have to be identified to ensure that the best possible 
solution can be found (Boyse et al., 2014). The selected model of self-generation and own 
investment involved three main stakeholders, namely the mining corporation, the project 
developer, and the legislative and regulatory body.  
 
The mining corporation was the main stakeholder for the purpose of this research, as it is 
the decision-maker regarding a possible project realisation. The decision-makers have to 
cover two main areas, namely operations and finance. However, the electrical engineer is 
responsible for the financial and operational evaluation of sources. Electricity generation is 
not the core business of mines, which would make it difficult for operational and financial 
managers to evaluate their potential. Decision-makers selecting an alternative from an 
operational perspective will make use of criteria that ensure the generating source will 
satisfy the electricity demands of the mine (Cookie et al., 2007). Decision-makers selecting 
an alternative from a financial perspective will make use of criteria to find the most feasible 
alternative for electricity generation at the mining location (Goh et al., 2014). 
 
The project development company is responsible for the realisation of the alternative. The 
companies represent the different electricity sources and are going to provide the data 
necessary to feed the evaluation criteria to execute the MCDA approach. The developer 
has no direct influence on the decision-making, and can only affect the attractiveness of 
the project (Lerro, 2011; Aslani, 2014).  
 
The regulatory and legislative body in South Africa dictates the framework regarding the 
business model of how electricity projects will be realised. As previously stated, according 
to this framework, the model of self-generation was selected as most lucrative. It further 
influences the actual development of the project with factors like compulsory environment 
assessments, which also considers the surrounding communities (Lerro, 2011; Frost, 
1995). 
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4.1.2.2  Decision framework 
To be able to compare renewable with current sources, it is important to define the exact 
characteristics of the type of alternatives available. The purpose for specifying the 
selection standards of alternatives is to create more transparency in the process of 
analysing and evaluating them in comparison with each other (Stewart and Belton, 2002). 
In cases where alternatives are too different in nature, it becomes more difficult and less 
informative to compare them according to the same criteria (Keeney, 1996). 
 
Chapter 2 has investigated the influences on the market of renewable sources for mining 
corporations in South Africa to reveal their potential. Based on this research and the 
previous MCDA applications in energy planning, solar PV, on-shore wind power and ‘hot 
dry rock’ geothermal power were selected as the renewable sources with the greatest 
potential. Owing to the intermittency, especially of solar PV and wind power, and the 
relative constant electricity 24hour demand of mining operations, hybrid versions with 
current electricity sources were identified as the best options.  
 
In addition, based on the current legislative and regulatory framework in South Africa, the 
business model of self-generation8, in the form of own investment or a power purchase 
agreement, has the greatest potential. As the purpose of the development of the MCDA for 
mining corporations was to create more transparency, own investment was selected. The 
reason for this choice was to focus the attention on the performance of the technology and 
not on third parties (Boyse et al., 2014).  
 
Decision-makers at mining corporations were, therefore, asked to list the evaluation 
criteria, which they would use to evaluate the following electricity sources: 
x Diesel generator  
x Hybrid diesel generator/solar PV 
x Hybrid diesel generator/on-shore wind power 
x Hybrid diesel generator/geothermal power 
x Eskom grid connected  
x Hybrid Eskom grid connected/solar PV 
x Hybrid Eskom grid connected/on-shore wind power 
x Hybrid Eskom grid connected/geothermal power 
                                            
8 The mining corporation develops its own on-site renewable generation source (Boyse et 
al., 2014). 
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4.1.3  Step 2: Determine evaluation criteria 
4.1.3.1  Criteria characteristics and requirements 
A decision table was developed to illustrate the evaluation criteria revealed through the 
interviews and previous research (see Table 5.1). The table of mining corporations 
evaluating different alternatives for electricity sources had to be conducted according to 
certain characteristics. The decision table was based on the results of the post-it mind-
maps from the interviews with decision-makers. In order to identify a clear structure and to 
use the criteria for further analysis in a multi-criteria decision analysis approach, specific 
requirements had to be fulfilled by each criterion (Stewart and Belton, 2002): 
 
x Value relevance – this states that the decision-maker has to be able to relate the 
concept to the aim of the mining corporation, which enables him or her to define a clear 
preference for the criterion. 
x Understandability – this implies that the criterion has to be clearly identified and 
explained. Each person involved in the decision-making process has to know the exact 
meaning to prevent any confusion and misleading results (Edwards et al., 2007).  
x Measurability – this indicates that it has to be possible to measure each criterion in a 
consistent manner according to the alternatives being analysed. As the decision table 
is the foundation for an MCDA analysis, this requirement is important to create 
meaningful results. 
x Non-redundancy – this signifies that there should not be more than one criterion 
measuring the same factor. A negative result would be to have faulty results, e.g. one 
factor has too much weight because it was counted more than once (Edwards et al., 
2007). 
x Judgmental independence – this means that the one criterion should not have 
significant influence on the performance of another criterion (Loken, 2007). 
x Balancing completeness and conciseness – this states that all aspects of alternatives 
in a decision-making process have to be addressed by the selected criteria. However, 
when selecting too many criteria, the researcher has to beware of omissions in order to 
consider the previously mentioned requirements (Edwards et al., 2007; Loken, 2007). 
x Operationally – this implies that criteria should not be only theory-based, but should 
also be practically proven. 
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4.1.3.2  Interviews to determine criteria 
The first step of the field work was to identify the criteria mining corporations use to 
evaluate the selected electricity sources. A qualitative research focus was applied in the 
form of semi-structured interviews. This approach was preferred owing to the exploratory 
nature of the research. According to Zikmund and Babin (2010), qualitative research 
addresses the objective through techniques that allow the researcher to gain an in-depth 
insight without depending on numerical measurement. Nevertheless, findings can rarely be 
applied to the whole population, as the whole population would not be interviewed. The 
advantage of semi-structured interviews is that direction would not be lost and the pre-
prepared framework would ensure that all questions are asked (Newton, 2010). 
 
The semi-structured interview is especially effective with busy executives and 
management. Such interviews are suitable for eliciting responses about basic market 
intelligence, such as trends in technology, industry structure, market demand, competitive 
activity and similar information. The open structure would also ensure that unexpected 
facts or attitudes could be pursued easily (Kumar et al., 2002). 
 
The research included a sample of four different mining corporations. The respondents 
were decision-makers or people who detailed knowledge about the criteria that the mining 
corporation used to evaluate possible electricity sources. The respondents were firstly 
interviewed face-to-face to elicit the information about the evaluation process (see 
Addendum B). The main part of the interview used a post-it session to generate the 
information in a structured manner (see example Addendum D). The semi-structured 
interview questionnaire ensured that aspects were considered in the session (Newton, 
2010).  
 
The identified criteria were used to construct a decision criteria table, which illustrated the 
relevant criteria of the mining corporation to evaluate possible electricity sources. The 
collected data were analysed and sorted following the procedures of content analysis. The 
coding was used to reduce the number of individual responses to a few general categories 
and themes of answers (Zikmund and Babin, 2010). If two or more of the respondents 
mentioned a criterion, it was added to the study. The transformation from the mind-map to 
the table was conducted according to the requirements for criteria in section 4.1.3.1. A 
verification approach was used, which meant sending the constructed table back to the 
respondents via e-mail to get confirmation that it reflected their practices accurately. The 
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verification approach was in essence a series of sequential rounds – interspersed with 
controlled feedback – that seek to gain the most reliable consensus of opinion of 
respondents. 
 
4.1.4  Step 3: Develop a measurement scale for each criterion 
The third step was to develop a scale for each criterion. These scales are summarised in 
Table 5.5 in chapter 5. A local numerical scale was established for the 11 measurable 
criteria. A local scale entails all values of alternatives analysed, from the worst to the best. 
An example is provided in Figure 4.2 in the following section. The reason for developing 
local scales is the fast-changing environment where values, which are based on factors 
like technological progress (Stewart and Belton, 2002), alter. This makes it impossible to 
use global scales again.  
 
A global qualitative scale was developed for the remaining five criteria to make 
comparability possible (Stewart and Belton, 2002). A pilot study was conducted with two 
experts, one from the renewable field and another from the mining industry, to ensure that 
the qualitative scales were interpreted consistently. The data for the electricity sources 
(see section 5.2.3) to feed all criteria and to develop the scale were revealed in 
cooperation with four mining corporations and five different energy companies, which have 
specialist knowledge of one or more of the sources. The data were backed up with 
professional literature to ensure accuracy.  
 
4.1.5  Step 4: Define value functions and relative importance weights 
The fourth step was to develop the value functions and assess the relative importance 
weights of each criterion. The value function reflects the preference of the mining 
corporation as the decision-maker (Stewart and Belton, 2002). Figure 4.2 provides an 
example of the operating and maintenance (O&M) cost value function. The coloured 
sections are explained in section 5.2.4. The vertical axis represents the value to the 
respondent, from worst (0) to best (100). The horizontal axis gives the scale for the 
specific criteria. The worst value is situated on the left with 0 value points while the best 
value is situated on the right with 100 value points.  
 
The procedure for all four mining corporations was the same. All respondents had to go 
through all criteria and were asked three questions. Firstly, they had to identify the point on 
the scale, which is half way in value (50) for them. If there was no preference, the point 
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would stay in the middle and a linear function would be the result. In the case of the 
examples, an initial cost reduction was more important – which results in a convex 
function. A more convex curve would represent a stronger preference. A possible reason 
for the more convex curve could be a tight budget, and the tighter the budget the more 
convex the function would be, as the higher prices cannot be afforded. Question two and 
three had the same procedure between the value points of 0 and 50, and 50 and 100. For 
each value function the average of the four responses was taken.  
 
The possibility of statistical analysis was limited as the sample size was relatively small. To 
be able to identify tendencies and detect outliers, the theory of quartile calculations was 
used and adjusted for the purpose of this research (Creswell, 2014). The average of the 
responses was calculated if all scores were within a range of 25 points on the 0-100 
scales. This assured that all averaged responses had the same tendency. No outliers were 
detected throughout the research.  
 
The reason for translating all criteria into scales from 0–100 was to reveal the respondents’ 
value and to equalise numbers for result calculations (Stewart and Belton, 2002). The 
value score (vertical axis) for each criterion was determined at the rectangular crossing 
point on the value function, based on its numerical value (horizontal axis). In Figure 4.2, an 
electricity source with O&M costs of 15 euros would get a value score of 73.  
Figure 4.2: Example of O&M cost value function 
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The relative importance weight shows the magnitude of influence that a single criterion 
contributes to the final decision. The procedure entailed two stages. In the first stage, the 
importance weight within each category, namely economy, technology, environment and 
social, was identified. The questioning was always conducted in the same way. The 
respondent first had to identify the most important criterion; this received 100 points, 
followed by the second most important with less than 100 points, depending on how much 
less it was influencing the decision. The second stage entailed rating the categories 
themselves, again starting with the most important one with 100 points. To obtain the 
overall relative importance weight, the weight of each criterion was multiplied with the 
corresponding category weight (see Addendum H) (Ishizaka and Nemery, 2013). 
 
4.1.6  Step 5: Determine results 
This chapter produced two forms of results, which are discussed in section 5.3. First, an 
overall score for each electricity source is presented. The score was calculated by 
multiplying the relative importance weight of each criterion with the corresponding value 
score. The multiplied scores of each criterion were added up to receive the overall value of 
the electricity source. The scores were normalised and measured against the best 
performing source with 100 points. The second result is represented in two matrix 
diagrams for each electricity source. The matrix illustrates the performance of all criteria 
for each source. One matrix includes while the other excludes the relative importance 
weights. 
 
4.2  Conclusion 
The purpose of this chapter was to describe the literature theory and creation process of 
the MAVT model. The creation process consisted of 5 interconnected steps. Firstly, the 
theory from the MAVT method was stated each step, followed by the practices for the 
model of this study. The information for step one, the problem definition, was drawn from 
the results of chapter 2. The following steps were mainly based on primary research while 
secondary literature was used to back up the information. Throughout the process, 4 
mining corporations owning several operations and 5 energy companies provided the main 
input data including two to three interview stages. In the process, experts from the mining 
and energy field provided extra input (see Addendum A).  
 
The information provided in this chapter assists the reader to understand the 
implementation process of the model in the following chapter 5. Chapter 5 begins by 
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introducing the data collected based on the steps described in this chapter. Thereafter, the 
data is implemented in the created MAVT model and results are presented.  
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Chapter 5 A mining perspective on the potential 
of renewable electricity sources for operations 
in South Africa: A multi-criteria decision 
assessment9 
5.1  Introduction 
This chapter sets out to implement the selected MAVT method, which was selected in 
chapter 3 and developed in chapter 4. Previous research in chapter 2 identified non-grid 
connected solar PV, on-shore wind and geothermal power in hybrid versions along with 
the current on-site diesel generators and grid-connection to Eskom as most lucrative (see 
section 2.7). The choice of these hybrid versions was based on the constant electricity 
demand of mining operations and the intermittency of the renewables. The business 
model identified was self-generation via own investment. All further information to 
implement the MAVT method was gathered in cooperation with mining corporations, and 
renewable and conventional energy companies in order to use real-time data.  
 
The purpose of this chapter is to analyse and compare the strengths and weaknesses of 
these potential electricity sources, according to a possible fit to the specific needs of 
mining corporations and from their perspective. To optimise the learning process for 
mining corporations to equip them with an understanding of renewable energy 
technologies and for energy companies to learn how to approach these potential new 
customers, more research has to be conducted (Day, 2014; Judd, 2014b; Steinhaeuser et 
al., 2012). 
 
The research objectives are illustrated in Figure 5.1. The first was to provide the reader 
with the evaluation criteria and the real time data to feed the model. The data was 
gathered through primary research and was backed up with professional and academic 
literature. The second objective was to adapt the selected MAVT method. Based on the 
third objective, the results of the adapted MAVT method were analysed to identify 
strengths and weaknesses of the selected sources. The last section investigated the 
                                            
9 The chapter originates from an article, which was prepared for the Journal of the 
Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. 
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sensitivity of the method to possible changes to the results when alternating key input 
data.  
Figure 5.1: Research objectives 
 
5.2  The MAVT for mining corporations to evaluate electricity sources 
5.2.1  The decision criteria 
The interviews with the mining corporations to reveal their evaluation criteria were based 
on the following framework (see section 4.1.2.2):  
 
x The electricity sources available were diesel generator; hybrid diesel generator/solar 
PV; hybrid diesel generator/on-shore wind power; hybrid diesel generator/geothermal 
power; Eskom grid connected; hybrid Eskom grid connected/solar PV; hybrid Eskom 
grid connected/on-shore wind power; hybrid Eskom grid connected/geothermal power 
(chapter 2). 
x The business model used to realise the potential project was self-generation in the 
form of own investment (chapter 2).  
 
The criteria are listed and described in Table 5.1. The first column gives the category and 
the second the criteria. The economic category included two criteria that measured the 
economic value of the electricity source, namely levelised electricity costs and net present 
value. These criteria used several values as part of the calculation. The prediction of fuel 
costs was new in regard to the literature review. Further new criteria were: supply 24/7, 
service level, corporate image and effect on community. 
 
Implement the MAVT model to 
analyse and compare current 
renewable electricity-generating 
sources for mining operations 
Main Objective 
Determine the criteria 
according to which 
mining corporations 
evaluate the selected 
electricity sources 
1st objective 
Adapt the MCDA 
method to assist 
mining corporations 
to select the best 
electricity source   
2nd objective 
Analyse and 
compare current 
renewable electricity 
sources  
3rd objective 
Investigate the 
sensitivity of the results 
to changes in key 
values of the methods 
4th objective 
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Table 5.1: Evaluation criteria of mining corporations 
First hierarchy 
category 
Second hierarchy criteria Description 
Economy Investment cost Investment cost includes all costs regarding the planning, purchase and installation 
of the electricity source. 
 Operating and maintenance 
costs 
Operation costs entail employees’ salaries and the products and services for the 
system’s operation. Maintenance costs ensure that the system is in operating 
condition, in order to prolong the system’s life and avoid failures that result in 
downtime. 
 Fuel / electricity cost  This criterion represents the money spent to produce one kWh. In case of diesel 
generators, it is the cost of diesel. In regards to grid-connection (Eskom) it is the 
average kWh tariff. 
 Prediction of fuel costs This criterion provides a prediction of the fuel price in 5 years, consumed by the 
electricity source to produce electricity. 
 Prediction of initial 
investment costs 
This criterion provides an estimation of how the initial investment cost will develop 
in 1 year. If the technology is relatively new, possible price drops can be expected. 
 Levelised electricity cost  This criterion measures the cost per kWh including all costs incurred by the initial 
investment till the end of the predicted lifetime – which is placed in relation with the 
projected output of kWh in the same time span. Included: Depreciation; Interests; 
Loan; Initial investment; Operating and maintenance costs; O&M escalation; Rest 
value. Discount rate; Initial kWh; System degradation; Tax rate; Change of fuel 
costs; Number of years 
 Net present value This is a financial method to define the total present value of a series of annual 
cash inflows and outflows during the lifespan of the asset. The cash flows are 
discounted back to their present and added up. The final present amount is 
compared to the initial investment cost.  
   
Technology Safety Safety relates to the degree of safety for employees working on site. 
 Implementation period  The implementation period is the amount of time needed to realise the project. 
 Reliability Reliability is defined as the capacity of a system to perform as designed and 
planned.   
 Supply 24/7 Most mining operations need a day and night (24-hour) electricity supply. 
 Maturity Maturity refers to the development stage of the technology. The stages range from 
‘only tested in laboratories’ to ‘close to reaching the theoretical limits of efficiency’. 
 Service level Service level measures the availability of experts and spare parts to repair 
damaged equipment. 
   
Environment CO2 emission This represents the measurement of the emission of a colourless, odourless and 
tasteless gas, which is mainly emitted through the combustion of coal, oil and gas.  
 Noise Noise is the machine-created sound that disrupts human and animal daily life. 
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 Land requirement This criterion represents the amount of land that the electricity source requires to 
produce a certain capacity.  
   
Social Job creation Job creation means the number of people employed during the life cycle of an 
energy system. 
 Corporate image Corporate image represents the possible impact of the electricity source on the 
corporate identity in the minds of diverse publics, such as customers, investors and 
employees. 
 Effect on community This criterion refers to the possible impact on the surrounding residents, after the 
decision to close the mine. The community could further utilise the electricity 
source. 
 
It is important to mention that the criteria listed in Table 5.1 represent a summary of all 
criteria used during the evaluation process, and that most had been applied in other 
energy planning evaluations at various points in time. The sequence started with 
technological criteria, aimed to ensure that the potential electricity source could satisfy the 
electricity requirements of the mining operation. Thereafter, technologies, which passed 
the technical criteria, were analysed according to economic criteria. All sources were 
analysed according to the selected business model of self-generation. Lastly, 
environmental and social criteria were evaluated.  
 
Mining corporations have peculiarities not found in previous MCDA evaluations. Firstly, 
mining operations are more profit-oriented business entities in comparison to national 
electricity providers. Therefore, criteria like initial investment cost, which can have a 
considerable influence on the balance sheet in the first years, have higher priority for 
mining corporations than for electricity providers (Van Staden, 2015; Wouter, 2014; Wirth, 
2015). Secondly, owing to the limited mix of electricity sources and the requirement of 
constant electricity supply, the criteria of reliability and supply 24/7 are more important to 
mines. Both were, therefore, used as pre-requisites in the choice of the type of electricity 
source to be evaluated in Table 5.1. Another criterion that had to be considered, which did 
not feature in previous evaluations, was the predicted lifespan of the mine, as this factor 
has a considerable influence on the economic criteria and, consequently, on the feasibility 
of the project.  
 
5.2.2  Selected electricity sources 
This section introduces the electricity sources that were considered for possible solutions 
at mining operations. As mentioned earlier, a previous research by the author argued that 
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the selected renewable sources in hybrid versions with current sources presently have the 
highest potential for mining corporations in South Africa. Table 5.2 briefly describes each 
source and provides specifications of the exact type of technology used. The type of 
technologies was recommended by the energy companies supporting this study.  
 
Table 5.2: Electricity sources 
Type Description Specification 
Diesel 
generator 
Baseload diesel generators were considered for the 
purpose of this research. The reason for this was to 
consider the source as its own and not as a backup. 
The type of diesel generators considered had 16 cylinders, 
50 Hz and 1 500 rev/min. This type has a baseload output of 
1 500 kVA, with a range of 100 kVA depending on the exact 
model.  
Eskom Eskom is South Africa’s state-owned electricity producer 
and supplier. The megaflex tariff was used, as it applies 
for large-scale customers of greater than 1 MVA.  
A 50 km distance to the next Eskom-Hub was assumed. A 
66 kV line was considered to establish connection.  
Solar PV Horizontal single-axis solar tracker devices were used as 
the data for this research. The reason for this was the 
increased production in comparison to fixed-tilt devices, 
but still a simpler and robust handling in comparison to 
multi-tilt devices. 
The data calculated on an average annual radiation level of 
2 000 kWh/m2 were selected. A capacity factor of 26% was 
used. 
Wind On-shore 2 MW wind turbines with an electrical 
frequency of 50 Hz were used.  
The data were calculated on an average annual wind speed 
of 600 W/m2. A capacity factor of 30% was used. 
Geothermal The ‘hot dry rock’ was selected. The method uses the 
generation heat due to radioactive decay of granites and 
gneisses. 
The drilling depth of 4 000 m was estimated to calculate the 
data for South Africa. A capacity factor of 85% was used.  
 
5.2.3  Key values used for calculations 
This section presents two different types of tables. Table 5.3 represents the general 
values, which were used for all electricity sources analysed, especially for the economic 
criteria. Applying the values ensured that the same foundation was used to compare 
sources. Owing to the relatively young market and the experimental stage in which mining 
corporations find themselves regarding renewables, a smaller project size of 10 MW was 
selected. Each value was discussed with all mining and energy companies contributing to 
this study and all were found to be most suitable. Where required, the values were double-
checked with official sources to ensure that they were in line with international standards.  
 
Table 5.3: Basic values of electricity sources  
Description Value 
Project size in MW 10 
Straight-line depreciation rate 15% 
Tax rate4 28% 
Discount rate1,2 10% 
Debt percentage 50% 
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Table 5.4 provides the specific values of single and hybrid electricity sources. The values 
were used to calculate the data to feed the criteria of the MAVT method of this chapter in 
section 5.2.4. The values were again provided by the energy companies and double-
checked with professional, official sources. It is important to mention that the current 
sources, namely diesel generators and the grid connection to Eskom, are considered the 
main sources. Technological standards, especially the intermittency of renewables, require 
the current sources to contribute continuously to the supply to ensure a stable system. 
Diesel generators have higher ratios than the grid-connection to Eskom because of their 
minimum load ratios (see section 2.2.4). For illustration purposes, a 10 MW hybrid diesel-
solar PV project would entail a 10 MW diesel generator and a 7,5 MW solar PV plant.  
 
Table 5.4: Specific values of electricity sources 
Description Diesel Eskom Solar Wind Geothermal 
Annual change of fuel costs in %1,2,3,4,6,11,13,14 7% 9% 0% 0% 0% 
O&M cost escalation in %6,12 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 
Annual system degradation4,6,7 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 
Project ratio diesel 1  0,75 0,8 0,8 
Project ratio Eskom  1 0,95 0,95 0,95 
CO2 emission kg/kWh5,6 0,85 1,005 0 0 0 
Land requirement m2/MW8,9,10  200,00   15 000,00   24 000,00   30 000,00   16 000,00  
(1) IRENA, 2014a; (2) OPEC, 2014; (3) South African Reserve Bank, 2015; (4) Jung and Tyner, 2014; (5) Eskom, 2015a; (6) Lazard, 
2014; (7) EIA, 2013; (8) NREL, 2013; (9) NREL, 2009; (10) Kagel et al., 2007; (11) Wouter, 2014; (12) Masters, 2013; (13) Eskom, 
2015c; (14) Eskom, 2015b. 
 
5.2.4  The criteria and value functions 
This section presents an overview, illustrated in Table 5.6, of all relevant data regarding 
the adaptation of the MAVT method for South African mining corporations to analyse and 
compare current with hybrid renewable electricity sources. The left column of Table 5.6 
shows the criteria investigated, followed by the specific data of the electricity source 
options and, lastly, the results for the relative importance weight and value function. Most 
of the numerical measured criteria were again double-checked with professional, 
recognised official sources, including the results of Table 5.3 and 5.4. For calculations with 
the Eskom tariff, the fact that the network charges stay the same was considered. The use 
Equity percentage 50% 
Years of loan payment1,2 15 
Cost of debt1,3  13,4% 
Number of years1,2 20 
(1) Waissbein et al., 2013; (2) ETH zürich SusTec, 2014; (3) SAPVIA, 2013a; (4) SARS, 2015.  
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of renewables only reduces the energy units consumed by Eskom. The network charges 
were set at 10% of the selected megaflex tariff (Eskom, 2015g). 
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The relative importance weight was normalised according to the most important criteria, 
namely investment cost with a score of 100. The number indicates by how much more or 
less weight a criterion influences the final decision. The number in brackets indicates the 
ranking for illustration purposes. The last column specifies the level of preference in the 
value function regarding each criterion. All functions were linear or concave, consequently, 
the column indicates the extent to which the function is convex. The extent was 
categorised into four levels, very strong, strong, medium and slightly, as can be seen in 
Figure 4.2 in section 4.1.5. The point moving on 50 points of the value scale was 
considered. A linear function means the point is in the middle of the horizontal axis and 
there is no shape. As the point moves further to the left, the convex curve is stronger and, 
therefore, there is a preference not to pay the high O&M costs. 
 
The numerical criteria data for the hybrid electricity options were calculated for fixed costs 
according to the project ratios in Table 5.4. For example, the investment cost for a hybrid 
diesel-solar PV of €1 425,00 was calculated by: 1*€450,00+0,75*€1 300,00. The two 
variable cost criteria, i.e. actual and predicted fuel costs, were calculated according to the 
electricity contribution, where the renewable electricity has priority and the conventional 
source is used to satisfy the remaining demand. The levelised electricity cost and net 
present value entail both scenarios of fixed and variable costs, and consequently, both 
were considered in the calculations.  
 
In order to understand all data measurements, the following list introduces the criteria 
measured according to a qualitative scale. A global scale was used, as the scale is set 
and non-changing. The respondents of mining corporations were asked to rate the 
corporate image and effect on community criteria, as they are specific to the mining 
industry. All other data for the qualitative criteria were gathered from the energy 
companies, owing to their expertise in the field. The scales, which were developed and 
measured, are presented in Table 5.5.  
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Table 5.6: Qualitative scales 
Safety 
(1) Incidents that hospitalise workers 
occur frequently 
(5) Incidents occur that force 
workers to rest at home 
(9) Incidents causing light injuries occur 
infrequently 
(2) Between 1 and 3 (6) Between 5 and 7 (10) Between 9 and 11 
(3) Severe injuries that hospitalise 
workers occur sparingly 
(7) Hard work causes frequent 
light injuries, but work can be 
continued  
(11) No incidents of any form are 
expected during the lifetime of the 
system 
(4) Between 4 and 5 (8) Between 7 and 9 
 
Maturity 
(1) Only performed in pilot plants, 
where the demonstrative goal is 
linked to the experimental one, in 
respect of operating and technical 
conditions 
(5) Well established in the market 
but further efficiency 
improvements are expected 
(9) Close to reaching the theoretical 
limits of efficiency 
(2) Between 1 and 3 (6) Between 5 and 7 (10) Between 9 and 10 
(3) Available on the market, but the 
improvement rate in coming years is 
expected to be very high 
(7) Technologies could still be 
improved but are close to 
maximum efficiency 
(11) Technological plateau is reached 
(4) Between 3 and 5 (8) Between 7 and 9  
Service level 
(1)   More than 4 weeks (5)   1 week (9)   1 day 
(2)   4 weeks (6)   4 days (10) less than 1 day 
(3)   3 weeks (7)   3 days  
(4)   2 weeks (8)   2 days  
Corporate image 
(1)    Negative influence through 
public media 
(7)    Negative influence within 
own company 
(13)  Positive influence on business 
partners 
(2)    Between 1 and 3 (8)    Between 7 and 9 (14)  Between 13 and 15 
(3)    Negative influence within the 
industry 
(9)    No impact (15)  Positive influence within the 
industry 
(4)    Between 3 and 5 (10)  Between 9 and 11 (16) Between 15 and 17 
(5)    Negative influence on business 
partners 
(11)  Positive influence within own 
company 
(17)  Positive influence through public 
media 
(6)    Between 5 and 7  (12)  Between 11 and 13  
Effect on community 
(1)    The pollution is negatively 
affecting the health standards  
(4)    Between 3 and 5 (7)    Uplift community by leaving a 
source of electricity after mine closure 
(2)    Between 1 and 3 (5)    No impact (8)    Between 7 and 9 
(3)    No effect on health, but factors 
like noise is lowering quality of life 
(6)    Between 5 and 7 (9)    Uplift community by leaving 
electricity source and increase quality 
of life 
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5.3  Results 
5.3.1  The overall ranking of electricity sources 
This section represents the analysis and evaluation of the results of the MAVT 
implemented for the purposes of this chapter. The results are based on the input data 
introduced in the previous sections. Chapter 4 describes the adapted multi-attribute value 
theory model of this chapter. Section 5.2.1 provides an overview of the evaluation criteria. 
Section 5.2.2 – 5.2.3 introduces all key input data used to feed the MAVT model 
developed.  
 
Two types of results were generated: firstly, the overall ranking of electricity sources 
analysed and, secondly, the individual performance matrix of each source based on the 
evaluation criteria. The overall ranking is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The hybrid version, 
consisting of Eskom with solar PV, was ranked as the best performing source, followed 
closely by another hybrid version, consisting of Eskom with on-shore wind, and Eskom 
alone. The following four sources had very similar overall scores: they were the three 
hybrid versions with diesel generators, and the hybrid consisting of Eskom with geothermal 
power. The lowest performing source was a diesel generator alone.  
 
From the results in Figure 5.2, it is important to note that the hybrid versions of wind and 
solar PV along with current sources were always ranked more highly than using current 
sources alone. The difference between using hybrid applications and using only diesel 
generators was marked. However, the advantage of using only Eskom was relatively 
small.  
 
Figure 5.2: Overall ranking of electricity sources 
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5.3.2  The individual performance of electricity sources  
The individual performance of electricity sources is presented in this section. For 
illustration purposes, two sources are always represented in each figure, giving the score 
for the currently used source only and for the corresponding hybrid version. Consequently, 
it is possible to identify and evaluate how exactly hybrid versions performed differently 
from the currently used sources. The solid shaded area represents the result including the 
relative importance weights. The dotted lines represent the criteria scores only, excluding 
the relative importance weights. 
 
The performance matrix for diesel generators and a hybrid version with solar PV is 
illustrated in Figure 5.3. The advantage of diesel generators was the initial low investment 
cost, the small space requirement and a short implementation period. However, the 
running costs, including the expected diesel price increases, were a serious weakness. A 
hybrid version with solar PV increased initial investment costs and lowered fuel 
consumption. The net present value indicated that about €44 million can be saved over a 
period of 20 years using a hybrid version. Further advantages of a hybrid version were 
lower levelised costs, fewer CO2 emissions, a better corporate image and a more positive 
effect on the community.  
 
Figure 5.3: Diesel – Hybrid diesel/Solar PV 
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The performance matrix for diesel generators and a hybrid version with on-shore wind is 
illustrated in Figure 5.4. This hybrid had great similarities to the hybrid version with solar 
PV above. The implementation period of 15 months for the hybrid on-shore wind version 
was slightly longer than the 12 months required for the solar PV hybrid version. Moreover, 
wind had a slightly lower job creation potential. The long-term net present value savings of 
a hybrid on-shore wind version in comparison to only diesel generators amounted to about 
€55 million, with a possible levelised cost reduction of €0,081. 
 
Figure 5.4: Diesel – Hybrid diesel/on-shore wind 
 
The performance matrix of diesel and a hybrid version with ‘hard rock’ geothermal power 
in Figure 5.5 showed distinctively different characteristics than solar PV and on-shore 
wind. The strong advantages were superior fuel-related costs, levelised costs, net present 
value and CO2 emission benefits. One reason for the advantages was the baseload 
characteristic of 85% of geothermal electricity generation. The clear disadvantages were 
the comparably extremely high initial investment costs and an implementation period of 36 
months. The net present savings amounted to approximately €147 million. All three hybrid 
versions with diesel showed very similar overall scores in Figure 5.2 and a considerably 
improved rating compared to only diesel generators.  
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Figure 5.5: Diesel – Hybrid diesel/Geothermal 
 
The following three figures represent Eskom and the renewable hybrid versions. Eskom in 
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sources. As can be seen in Figure 5.2, the improvement of Eskom alone on the hybrid 
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the second last position and, therefore, performed worse than Eskom alone.  
 
The reason for the minimal performance improvement can be seen in the matrix of Eskom 
and a hybrid version with solar PV in Figure 5.6. The disadvantage of the hybrid version 
was again the initial investment cost and the O&M costs. Slight improvements can be seen 
in fuel costs, levelised costs and net present value. The hybrid version accumulated a net 
present saving of €4 million over the time span of 20 years. Further improvements can be 
seen in respect to job creation, corporate image, effect on community and CO2 emissions.  
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Figure 5.6: Eskom – Hybrid Eskom/Solar PV 
 
The performance matrix for Eskom and a hybrid version with on-shore wind is illustrated in 
Figure 5.7. The performances on all criteria were very similar to the solar PV hybrid 
version, which displayed the same pattern as the diesel hybrid versions. The wind hybrid 
version performed slightly better on all economic criteria and in respect to CO2 emissions. 
The net present savings in comparison to Eskom was only €8 million. However, worse 
performances, especially relating to safety, maturity, job creation and space requirements 
moved it to the second ranking.  
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Figure 5.7: Eskom – Hybrid Eskom/Wind 
 
The performance matrix for Eskom and a hybrid version with geothermal power is shown 
in Figure 5.8. The overall poor ranking can be explained as resulting, particularly from the 
very high initial investment and O&M costs, which represented the worst values in 
comparison to the other sources and their high relative importance weights. However, 
significant long-term benefits lay in having the lowest fuel costs, and were to be earned in 
respect to levelised costs, net present value and CO2 emissions. Net present expenses at 
€60 million were the lowest, and were €10 million less than Eskom only.  
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Figure 5.8: Eskom – Hybrid Eskom/Geothermal 
 
5.3.3  Discussion of results  
An overview of the strength and weaknesses of current to hybrid renewable electricity 
sources can be seen in Table 5.7. The table summarizes a chart illustrating the 
performances of all analysed electricity sources according to the criteria of the created 
MAVT model. Addendum I provides an overview of the same results but comparing the 
sources based on each criteria. The relative importance weights were not considered in 
order to assure a better indication. An extra section was created for the current electricity 
sources as the performance on two criteria were opposing. It is indicated in brackets, in 
case one electricity source showed an extreme performance on a criterion. The results 
showed similar patterns for the use of renewables in hybrid versions with currently used 
electricity sources. Consequently, they were summarized under “hybrid 
current/renewables”.  
 
As can be seen in Table 5.7, the move to renewables has a long-term advantage, as it 
requires a shift from constant high operational cost to an initially high capital investment 
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advantage is the low implementation period, which makes it attractive for mining 
operations with short life spans. The use of geothermal electricity in a hybrid version has 
shown the highest long-term benefits (20 years) and the worst short-term performance, 
especially from an economic point of view. 
 
Table 5.7: Performance overview of current and hybrid renewable electricity source 
 
Solar PV had the greatest potential, as a vast number of mining areas are in prime solar 
radiated regions in central South Africa, the service structure is well developed (chapter 2) 
and it is the best performing source from the perspective of mines connected to the Eskom 
grid and almost identical to all renewable hybrid versions with diesel generators.  
 
Wind power was ranked second owing to the fact that it only can be applied on a limited 
scale in the coastal regions of South Africa where there are only few mines. Moreover, the 
service infrastructure is also well developed (chapter 2) and performance, from the 
perspective of mines, is only slightly behind that of solar PV. However, the economic 
performance of on-shore wind is slightly better than that of solar PV. 
Electricity source Strength Weakness 
   
Diesel generator/Eskom x Initial investment cost 
x O&M costs (excluding fuel 
costs) 
x Prediction of initial investment 
costs 
x Service level 
x Land requirement (diesel 
generator) 
x Fuel costs (diesel generator) 
x Prediction of fuel costs (diesel 
generator) 
x Levelized electricity costs 
(diesel generator) 
x Net present value (diesel 
generator) 
x CO2 emission (Eskom) 
x Noise 
x Job creation 
Diesel generator x Implementation period x Noise 
Eskom x Noise x Implementation period 
   
Hybrid current / renewables  x Fuel costs (geothermal) 
x Prediction of fuel costs 
(geothermal) 
x Levelised costs (geothermal) 
x Net present value (geothermal) 
x CO2 emission (geothermal) 
x Initial investment (geothermal) 
x O&M costs (geothermal) 
x Prediction of initial investment 
(geothermal) 
x Land requirement 
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Geothermal power had the weakest overall potential for mining operations in South Africa. 
Although it has long-term benefits from the perspective of mines, a considerable initial 
investment has to be conducted. The source did not outperform Eskom alone and is only 
minimally ahead of the other diesel hybrid versions. The disadvantage of a relatively 
young technology of which there is only little experience in South Africa is that it increases 
the risk of investment. Moreover, service infrastructure has not been developed yet and 
areas with good geothermal potential northeast of South Africa are well connected to the 
Eskom grid (chapter 2). Nevertheless, the study has shown a great potential for future 
development, especially for long-term success, which could be realised with a growing 
geothermal industry in South Africa.  
 
5.4  Sensitivity analysis 
The following sections address how an alternation of the most influential input data would 
influence the overall results. The variables were selected in accordance with the input of 
experts from the mining and energy field. The selected ones have high importance weights 
and are by far the biggest influence on the mining corporations decision-making, due to 
their impact on the planning horizon.  
 
The selected variables are the systems lifespan, the fuel cost prediction and the 
forecasted implementation of a CO2 tax. The lifespan is of interest for mining corporations, 
as lifespans of mines differ – which has an impact especially on the economic framework 
of the project. The prediction of tariff increases by Eskom, and fuel and diesel costs have a 
great influence on economic criteria and were, therefore, double-checked with official 
sources. A fluctuation of prices is possible and cannot be forecasted as good as for the 
other variables. However, exact forecasts for the next 20 years can be imperfect, which 
necessitates an investigation into consequences of the results for worst and best case 
scenarios. Lastly, the possible impact of a CO2 tax was considered, as all contributing 
mining corporations mentioned it as a point of concern.  
 
5.4.1  Lifespan of the project 
The lifespans considered in this section are 10 and 5 years. The criteria selected to 
illustrate the effect on performance are the levelised costs and the net present value, as 
shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. The options with a diesel generator stay in the same order 
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for both criteria. Nevertheless, the shorter the lifespan the smaller the advantage 
becomes.  
 
Options with Eskom have a change in ranking on those two criteria. On a 20-year lifespan, 
all hybrid sources perform better than Eskom alone. On a 10-year span, only the hybrid 
version with on-shore wind can compete. Based on 5 years, Eskom alone is the best 
performing option.  
 
Considering all criteria, the overall ranking does not change significantly, as the change of 
lifespan only affects economic criteria and CO2 emissions. The hybrid versions of Eskom 
with solar PV and wind are in top position, followed by Eskom alone. The only change 
which occurs is the shift of the diesel hybrid geothermal version from fourth to seventh 
place. The reason for this is the gain in weight of initial investment costs on a lower 
calculated lifespan, as there is a smaller saving on fuel costs.  
 
Figure 5.9: Effect of project lifespan on levelised cost of electricity  
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Figure 5.10: Effect of project lifespan on net present value 
 
5.4.2  Eskom tariff and diesel price forecast analysis 
The prediction of how fuel and tariff costs of present sources will change over the next 20 
years cannot be forecasted precisely. As discussed in section 5.2.2, with the opinion of 
experts and a literature review contributing to this study, predictions were made. However, 
as the influence of the forecast on the running costs is considerable, a scenario analysis 
was conducted and the results are presented in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. For illustration 
purposes, the levelised cost and net present value criteria were considered. 
 
The diesel generator and hybrid version costs are presented in the top section of Table 
5.9. A variation of about 5% of the predicted annual 7% diesel price increase was 
investigated. The different scenarios did not affect the overall ranking of the sources. The 
levelised costs showed a great sensitivity to a change in the diesel price. The costs were 
more than double between best and worst case scenarios. The net present values showed 
that the usage of renewables lowers the sensitivity to fuel changes. The changes in value 
from worst to best case were significantly less for the hybrid versions.  
 
Again, the overall ranking for all Eskom versions were not affected by the alternation. It is 
noteworthy that only the hybrid version with wind could compete with Eskom alone in the 
best case scenario based on the two criteria. In the other scenarios, Eskom is the most 
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expensive version. The greater independence from tariff changes was still noticeable, but 
not as big as with diesel versions.  
Figure 5.11: Effect of diesel price and Eskom tariff prediction on levelised electricity costs 
Figure 5.12: Effect of diesel price and Eskom tariff prediction on net present value 
 
5.4.3  Implications of a CO2 tax 
The possible impact of the implementation of a CO2 tax is again illustrated with the criteria 
of levelised costs and net present value, as the effect is the biggest. A comparison can be 
seen in Figure 5.13 and 5.14. The overall ranking of all electricity sources was not 
affected. As stated in the last draft of the carbon tax bill, the effective carbon tax rate will 
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vary between €0,43 (ZAR6) and €3,44 (ZAR48) per ton CO2. In case Eskom will not be 
affected, it will stay as stated under “no tax”. Consequently, for illustration purposes of this 
study, the best and worst case was calculated with an annual increase of 10%. Eskom 
was included, as it is not certain yet how it is going to be affected (Mbadlanyana, 2013; 
The Carbon Report, 2015).  
 
Figure 5.13: Effect of CO2 tax on levelised electricity costs 
 
Figure 5.14: Effect of CO2 tax on net present value 
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5.5  Conclusion 
The discussion in this chapter is based on the results of chapter 3 and 4, which selected 
the MAVT method as the most appropriate research framework and revealed the criteria 
that South African mining corporations used to evaluate the selected electricity sources. 
The purpose of this chapter was, first, to state and back up the real time data gained 
through the primary research process. The analysis and evaluation of the selected 
sources, which was conducted in cooperation with mining and energy companies 
operating in South Africa, is also discussed.  
 
The main results of the adapted MAVT model showed that the hybrid versions with solar 
PV and on-shore wind were favourable in comparison to diesel generators or the Eskom 
grid-connection alone. The advantages of diesel generators were significantly greater than 
those of Eskom grid-connection. As renewable sources are steadily advancing and the 
currently used sources are becoming ever more expensive, the trend will shift further 
towards renewables. In combining the macroeconomic influences with the MAVT results of 
this chapter, hybrid solar versions were identified as having the greatest potential. Hybrid 
wind solutions were in second place, as good wind conditions occur only in coastal regions 
where there are fewer mining activities. Geothermal hybrid versions were selected as least 
favourable owing to a low service infrastructure and high initial investment costs.  
 
The performance matrixes have indicated that the usage of renewable hybrid versions 
contributes to long-term success, but requires an initial shift from operational to capital 
expenses. Considering the overall rankings and specifically the levelised costs, 
renewables are already profitable with a 5-year lifespan and diesel generators. However, 
for Eskom hybrid versions, only wind is profitable over a 10-year span and the rest over 20 
years.  
 
This chapter provides information for use by the management of mining corporations in 
South Africa. The aim is to illustrate how the relatively new opportunity of renewables 
could perform from the perspective of mining corporations while at the same time 
considering the external influences. The following chapter provides a summary of the 
findings of this study. 
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Chapter 6 Summary of findings and Conclusion 
6.1  Contribution 
This research investigates a possible fit regarding how renewables can perform in respect 
to the characteristics of mining operations in South Africa. The purpose of the study was to 
provide information to the management of mining corporations regarding a possible fit to 
their specific requirements. The research process was conducted in three phases, which 
provides the structure for the conclusions of this chapter. The first phase investigated the 
influences on the market of renewables for mining operations in South Africa. In the 
second phase, the MAVT was selected as the best research approach. In addition, 
previous applications of MCDA methods to similar cases were investigated to contribute to 
the foundation of this research. During the last phase, the newly created knowledge about 
the external and internal environment was combined. The MAVT was adapted specifically 
for this study, implemented and results were realised, as summarised in this chapter. 
 
The outcome of the research contributes to two fields of knowledge. On the one hand, it 
has widened the boundaries of the MCDA field since no similar adaptation in energy 
planning could be found in the review of previous studies (section 3.4.3 and 5.2.1). The 
main contribution is to the field of energy planning of mining corporations, operating within 
the borders of South Africa. The research was of an exploratory, qualitative nature owing 
to the relatively new approach of analysing a possible fit of renewables to mining 
operations in South Africa. Consequently the fieldwork consisted of smaller samples of 
four mining corporations and five energy companies with detailed interview sessions. The 
following sections provide a summary of the results. As already stated in the introduction, 
the results cannot be generalized to all mining operations as characteristics of mines might 
differ, rather should it provide guiding information to the opportunity of renewable energy 
sources. 
 
 
 
 
To investigate a possible fit regarding how renewables can perform in respect to the 
specific characteristics of mining operations in South Africa 
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6.2  Summary of findings: Phase one 
6.2.1  A possible fit of renewable sources to mining operations 
The current economic situation for most mines in South Africa is extremely challenging, 
especially with significantly increasing electricity prices and labour unrest and strikes. 
Power rarely constitutes less than 10% of mining operating costs and often exceeds 25% 
(Banerjee et al., 2015). As discussed in section 2.2, especially mines that work 
underground and are specialized in minerals like aluminium are more affected than a 
surface coal mine. Several renewable sources have half the levelised costs of diesel 
generators and are close to parity with Eskom (see Table 2.2). This is without including 
forecasted future price changes, which are also in favour of renewables. However, in the 
case of own investment, the disadvantage of renewables is the high initial capital expense, 
over current operational expenses. Therefore, it can be seen as an investment for long-
term success.  
 
The risk factor of high initial capital expenses, combined with limited global experience, 
necessitates the further research for decision-making leaders of mining corporations. The 
global renewable energy market only started to evolve with the first project in 2010, with 
the first and so far only project in South Africa, being realized in 2012 (see Table 2.1). In 
this field, Chile is the world leader, hosting more than half of the identified global projects, 
and the majority being grid-connected with sizes of up to 115 MW. All other global projects 
are off-grid and extend up to the size of 6,7 MW. 
 
To evaluate a possible fit of renewable sources, it was crucial to analyse the electricity 
usage patterns of mining operations. As discussed in section 2.2, most mines have a 
relatively constant baseload consumption. Therefore, considering the intermittency of most 
renewable sources, it is only possible to use them in a hybrid version. If the mine is not 
grid-connected, a hybrid version with the currently used diesel generator was identified as 
most promising, as storage facilities are still too expensive.  
 
 
 
Analyse the influences on the market of renewable electricity sources for mining corporations in South 
Africa 
Determine a possible fit of renewable sources to mining operations. 
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6.2.2  Current attractiveness of different renewable sources 
Section 2.3 investigated the attractiveness of renewable and current electricity sources for 
mining operations in South Africa. The renewable technology with the highest potential for 
the majority of mining corporations in South Africa is solar PV. Initial investment costs of 
solar PV are low in comparison to other renewable energy technologies besides wind 
power, but roughly three times the price of present sources. However, current levelised 
costs for solar PV are half the amount of diesel generators and close to parity with Eskom. 
The global experience in the solar PV market is the most highly established with 11 
projects, which demonstrates the success of the model (see Table 2.1). The availability of 
the power source is also the best compared to the other renewable technologies. 
Furthermore, owing to the numerous companies situated in South Africa, the service 
infrastructure is well developed.  
 
Wind energy was selected as the second best option. The disadvantage, in comparison to 
solar PV, is the lower availability of the power source, which decreases the potential for 
on-site realisations.  
 
The third and last option selected for its potential was geothermal technology. Though the 
initial investment costs are high, the levelised costs are low. Disadvantages are that there 
is no experience with this technology within mining operations, service infrastructure is low 
and the technology is relatively new, especially in South Africa.  
 
Owing to the electricity usage patterns of mining operations and the intermittency, 
especially of solar PV and wind, a hybrid version with current sources has to be used. The 
geothermal option is by far the highest capacity factor of up to 90% (see Table 2.2).  
 
All other renewable energy technologies were evaluated as unsuitable at the current state 
of development. The initial investment costs for CSP and battery storage are too high. 
There is no experience and a low service infrastructure with biomass. A combination of low 
power source availability, little experience within mining operations, and a very young 
service infrastructure are the reasons for not selecting hydro power as an option.  
 
To execute a project, the business model of self-generation was identified as the most 
promising, and can be realised through own investment or an independent power producer 
Assess and select the most attractive current and renewable electricity sources 
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(IPP) agreement. To focus on the evaluation of a possible fit of renewables to mining 
operations the model of own-investment was selected. A third party involvement would 
deviate from this goal. 
 
6.2.3  Potential of different business models 
The business model of self-generation was selected as the most attractive one in South 
Africa. The model entails the least actors, which simplifies the realisation process. As far 
as the regulatory framework is concerned, this option was the most feasible one as no 
additional organisations are involved or licences needed (see section 2.4). Wheeling 
options were not considered, as additional costs are up to 18% of the electricity price and 
levelised costs of renewables are close to parity with Eskom. The option of using an IPP is 
limited, especially for smaller, remote mines. Some of the reasons are the elevated risk 
factor of international institutions investing in South Africa, the risk that the mine as the 
only customer may close down, and limited global experience with renewable projects at 
mining operations (Reeves et al., 2015; Baker and McKenzie, 2013).  
 
6.2.4  Additional influences on the market 
To answer the fourth secondary objective (see Figure 2.1), additional influences were 
considered, even though they do not affect project realisation directly. The corporate 
development provides an indication of how the South African market of renewables is 
developing in the large energy user sector. The government and industrial energy-
intensive users have started to take action, by announcing their efforts in public media. 
The government has created specific targets to become greener. The majority of members 
of the EIUG have started to implement energy efficiency and environmental protection 
programmes. 
 
The planned South African CO2 tax of €8,61 (ZAR120) with an actual effective impact of 
between €0,43 (ZAR6) and €3,44 (ZAR48) still involves a lot of controversy regarding the 
realisation. Eskom customers might be excluded of the tax. It is not sure yet if or when the 
tax will be implemented. In a case study by two large mining corporations operating in 
South Africa, it is reported that the tax will spur their current negative economic 
Determine the potential of different business models. 
Identify and evaluate additional influences on the market 
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development. However, the tax will add to the attractiveness of renewable sources to 
reduce CO2 emissions (Forer et.al, 2014). 
 
6.3  Summary of findings: Phase two 
6.3.1  The selection of the most suitable research approach 
In phase two, the main research objective was to use an existing strategic approach as a 
foundation to structure this study. The reason for this is that the existing theory and 
experience assist in considering all aspects of the field being investigated. Based on a 
detailed investigation, the MCDA approach was selected. The approach used the internal 
evaluation process, including evaluation criteria and preference functions, to analyse the 
different electricity sources selected in chapter 2 in the best way possible. After further 
investigations, the MAVT was selected as the method to be adapted and implemented. 
This method is the most detailed MCDA method, which would enable the research to 
produce the most comprehensive results. The advantage of this method is that it allows 
incorporation of the perspectives of mining corporations in the evaluation of a possible fit 
of renewables with regard to their specific requirements.  
 
6.3.2  Previous adaptations to similar cases 
To gain a state-of-the-art overview, 26 MCDA approaches implemented in recent years, 
starting 2001, were investigated. To achieve greater insights, 13 of the selected 
approaches analysed only renewable electricity sources and the other 13 a mix of 
conventional and renewable sources. In addition, a list of criteria used in the approaches 
was drawn up. The information generated provided a solid foundation and backup 
knowledge for the interview sessions. However, no approach in energy planning viewed 
from a corporate, especially mining perspective, could be found globally. The majority 
were viewed from a governmental or general perspective. Furthermore, no approach in 
energy planning could be identified in South Africa. 
 
Asses and select the most suitable research approach 
Identify the most suitable research approach. 
Assess the different methods of the selected research approach  
Identify previous adaptations of the selected research approach to similar cases.  
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6.4  Summary of findings: Phase three 
6.4.1  Evaluation criteria for mining corporations 
The findings of this research have revealed, for the first time, how corporate entities, 
especially mining corporations, evaluate electricity sources. The majority of criteria used 
are similar to those used in previous adaptations, unrelated approaches; however, the 
business nature of mining corporations showed some differences. The business 
orientation includes considering possible future changes. New economic evaluation criteria 
were the prediction of fuel costs and initial investment.  
 
Also connected to the business orientation are the added technological criteria of 
implementation period and service level. Business performance is affected during the 
implementation period, as the source is not contributing yet. The service level is especially 
important in emerging countries to ensure smooth operations. Lastly, two different social 
criteria were used. Corporate image, being one, is specific to corporations, for reasons like 
showing green leadership. The effect on the surrounding communities, being the other, is 
more specific to mines, as mining effects are usually of a more polluting nature.  
 
6.4.2  Adaptation of the MCDA method 
The adaptation is described in chapter 4 and the results are presented in chapter 5. The 
MAVT adaptation was based on the decision framework identified in chapter 2, which 
included an investigation of renewables to the usage requirements of mining operations, a 
selection of the most attractive renewable electricity sources and the most suitable 
business model. During the adaptation process, the mining respondents gave their input to 
develop the evaluation structure in order to analyse the selected sources from their 
perspective. The energy companies contributed their knowledge to fill the evaluation 
structure with the required data.  
 
 
 
Develop an MCDA adaptation to analyse and compare current to renewable electricity-generating sources 
for mining operations. 
Determine the criteria according to which mining corporations evaluate the selected electricity sources 
Adapt the MCDA method to assist mining corporations to select the best electricity source. 
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6.4.3  Analysis and comparison of current to renewable electricity sources for 
mining operations in South Africa 
The main results of the third research phase, which comprised the adaptation and 
implementation of the MAVT method, have shown that the hybrid versions with solar PV 
and on-shore wind are always favourable in comparison to diesel generators or Eskom 
grid-connection alone. The advantage, compared to diesel generators, is significantly 
higher than when compared to an Eskom grid-connection. As the development of 
renewable sources continues to advance and the currently used sources become more 
expensive, the trend will shift further towards renewables. In combining the influences on 
the market of chapter 2 with the MAVT results of chapter 5 of this study, hybrid solar PV 
versions are identified as having the greatest potential. Hybrid wind solutions are in 
second place as good wind conditions only occur in coastal regions where there are fewer 
mining activities. Geothermal hybrid versions were selected as least favourable owing to a 
low service infrastructure and high initial investment costs.  
 
6.4.4  Sensitivity analysis 
The sensitivity analysis has again indicated that the usage of renewable hybrid versions 
contributes to long-term success, but requires an initial shift from operational to capital 
expenses. The planned lifespan of the source is the first variable alternated. Considering 
the overall rankings, and specifically the levelised costs, hybrid versions with diesel 
generators are already profitable over a five-year lifespan. For Eskom, however, the 
advantage of using renewables is still relatively small, which lowers the incentive of 
switching from operational to capital expenses. With Eskom hybrid versions, only wind is 
profitable over a 10-year span and the rest over 20 years.  
 
The second variable alternated are the diesel price forecast and the Eskom tariff. The 
overall ranking for both sources was not affected. The diesel price was predicted to 
increase by 7%. The sensitivity analysis investigated an alternation of ±5%. The effect on 
levelized costs is from best to worst case scenario 139% of the price. The usage of solar 
PV and wind reduces the sensitivity to 127% and with geothermal to 80%. The Eskom 
tariff was predicted to increase annually by 9%. Again, the sensitivity analysis investigated 
Analyse and compare current to renewable electricity sources.  
Investigate the sensitivity of the results to changes in key values of the methods. 
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an alternation of ±5%. The difference from best case to worst case scenario is for Eskom 
alone a difference of 140% of the price. The use of solar PV and wind reduces the 
sensitivity to 105% and with geothermal to 25%. 
 
The third variable manipulated was the possible influence of the planned CO2 tax. As the 
exact ruling is not known yet ,a best and worst case scenario based on a 20-year lifespan 
of €0,43 (ZAR6) and €3,44 (ZAR48) was investigated. The overall ranking of all sources 
was not affected. In case Eskom will be excluded the value without tax was used. The 
implementation of a CO2 tax has an impact of less than €0,01 on all sources analysed.  
 
6.5  Limitations of the study and opportunities for future research  
Although this study aimed to make a significant contribution to the body of knowledge of 
how renewable electricity sources perform for mining operations, certain areas still need to 
be explored or expanded. Based on the outcomes of this research, the following limitations 
are noted and opportunities for future research on are outlined: 
 
x The usage of only four mining corporations, with a total of 11 mining operations as the 
sample, is a limitation of this study. Over 20 corporations were contacted and four 
agreed to participate and provide detailed information. Indeed all four participating 
bodies had already been looking into the usage of renewables and were, therefore, 
interested in the outcome of the study. Numerous companies declined to participate, 
having the perception that renewables would not contribute to a better business 
performance, satisfying their baseload demands and arguing that electricity generation 
is not their core business.  
 
Therefore, experience gained throughout the research process showed that the energy 
engineer was the most suitable person to participate in this study. He prepares the 
information for the management. The operational and financial managers were not 
competent to answer the questions, as electricity generation is not their field of 
expertise. Since the exploratory and qualitative aspects have been dealt with in this 
study, future research should validate the model and increase the sample, by including 
corporations that are not interested in looking into renewable electricity sources. In 
addition, several respondents stated that mining corporations are going to launch 
energy departments to manage the increased electricity costs more efficiently. This 
would generate a bigger scope for the model. 
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x The study targeted all types of mining corporations to participate and contribute to the 
research. The participating corporations differed in factors like corporation size, amount 
of electricity usage and resources mined. Therefore, aspects that influence the 
evaluation process, like financial resources and availability of experts, are dissimilar. 
Additional research could unify certain groups to create a better picture of the potential 
of different types of mining corporations to realise renewable energy projects.  
 
x The research process was conducted with one respondent from each of the four 
participating mining corporations. It was assured that the respondents were part of the 
evaluation process of possible electricity sources. However, gaining the information 
from only one respondent can be a limitation as not all aspects might be considered. 
Future research should incorporate several perspectives, by including respondents 
from the strategic management team, the financial department and the engineering 
profession. This would further ensure that all aspects are considered in the model.  
 
x The study focused on the realisation of renewable projects from the perspective of own 
investment. This was done because the mining corporation renewables market is still 
very young and it was necessary to keep the focus on the evaluation of electricity 
sources and, consequently, to maximise the learning process. The limitation here is 
that some mining corporations would prefer to realise a renewable energy project 
through a power purchase agreement to minimise the financial risk. Future research 
should incorporate and investigate the different financial constructs in South Africa.  
 
x One limitation of using the MAVT method in the context of this study is the fact that the 
model is created on a pre-determined framework. The framework consisted of factors 
like the selected electricity sources and business model. Therefore, it is not always 
possible to use the adapted model for different electricity source, as the evaluation 
criteria might differ.  
 
x Lastly, the study adapted the MCDA method based on a qualitative and exploratory 
approach, as this had not been done before. In addition, four different mining 
corporations participated to create a more generic and educational model. Future 
research should consider case studies, where the created model is implemented for 
specific mining operations. This would create a more detailed understanding of the 
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concept and a further real-time example for mining corporations to understand the 
opportunity.  
 
6.6  Conclusion 
The past and projected future economic situation of mining corporations operating in 
South Africa creates the opportunity for renewable electricity sources to contribute to their 
long-term success. The advantages would be greater independence from diesel and 
Eskom’s electricity supply, lower electricity costs and reduced CO2 emissions. 
 
Although this study reveals that the long-term benefits are evident, several factors have to 
be overcome to increase the attractiveness of this opportunity. Firstly, electricity 
generation is not the core business of mining corporations; currently, the process to use 
new electricity technologies is lengthy and is often based on benchmarking. Secondly, the 
current economic situation with labour difficulties and decreasing commodity prices 
reduces the attractiveness of renewables, as the high initial investment costs would 
negatively affect their balance sheet.  
 
Future research should investigate the option of third party (IPP) involvement, which would 
include the most attractive framework to realise a renewable project. Table 2.1 indicates 
that grid connected projects are preferred to be realized through an IPP, as the electricity 
demand is not reliant on one customer. The results, if positive, could contribute to lower 
the risk of involvement and, consequently, increase the attractiveness of this market. The 
IPP project realization would counter the problems of high fix costs, a negative effect on 
the balance sheet and electricity generation not being a mine’s core business. 
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Addendum A: Interview Protocol  
Date Type of 
contact 
Location of 
Meetings 
Job description Expert area 
2013 March – 
2014 June 
Meeting Cape Town ProcewaterhouseCoopers – Director / Renewable 
Energy  
Energy - Mining 
2013 April – 2013 
July 
Telephone 
conference 
 Deloitte – Director / Power Industry Leader Energy - Mining 
2013 September – 
2014 June 
Meeting Cape Town Ernst & Young – Director / Climate Change and 
Sustainability Service 
Energy 
2014 January – 
2014 March 
Email  Energy Intensive User Group - Chairperson Energy - Mining 
2014 March – 
2014 July 
Meeting Cape Town Gestamp Solar – Project Development Manager Energy  
2014 March – 
2014 July  
Meeting Somerset West Power Solutions – Managing Director Energy 
2014 March – 
2014 July 
Meeting Cape Town AE AMD Renewable Energy – Site Development Energy 
2014 April  Meeting Cape Town Aurora Energy Solutions - Director Energy 
2014 May – 2015 
February  
Meeting Cape Town University of Cape Town – Statistical Science and 
Decision Analysis 
MCDA 
2014 May – 2015 
June  
Meeting Stellenbosch Cennergi – Head of Advocacy  Energy - Mining 
2014 June – 2015 
May 
Meeting Munich 
(Germany) 
Cronimet Power Solution – Managing Director Energy - Mining 
2014 June – 2015 
May  
Meeting Munich 
(Germany) 
Cronimet Power Solution – Technical Manager Energy - Mining 
2014 June – 2015 
May 
Meeting Cape Town G7 Renewable Energies – Managing Director Energy 
2014 June – 2015 
May  
Meeting Johannesburg AngloGoldAshanti – Energy Engineer  Mining 
2014 July Meeting Stellenbosch Norton Rose Fulbright – Environmental Layer Energy 
2014 August  Meeting Cape Town University of Cape Town - Statistical Science and 
Decision Analysis 
MCDA 
2014 August – 
2015 May  
Meeting Stellenbosch CREO Design - CEO Mining 
2014 August – 
2015 May  
Meeting Johannesburg Sasol – Category manager: Utilities Supply Chain Energy - Mining 
2014 September  Meeting Johannesburg Cronimet Chrome Mining SA – Commercial manager Mining 
2014 September  Meeting Johannesburg Cronimet Chrome Mining SA – Technical Assistant Energy - Mining 
2014 September – 
2015 March 
Meeting Stuttgart 
(Germany) 
Bosch – Sales Manager / Industrial Batteries Energy 
2014 November – 
2015 May  
Meeting Johannesburg Cronimet Power Solution – Senior project manager Energy - Mining 
2015 February – 
2015 April  
Teleconference  HRP Geopower  Energy 
2015 February – 
2015 May  
Meeting Johannesburg MSR Tormin Mine – Engineer  Energy - Mining 
2015 April  Meeting Cape Town Eskom – Chief Engineer  Energy 
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Addendum B: Questionnaire for mines to 
identify evaluation criteria 
 
 
 
 
  
7 November 2014 
Interview 
To Reveal the Criteria Mining Corporations utilize to 
Evaluate possible On-Site Electricity Generation 
Sources 
PhD Student: Roman Votteler 
Supervisor:  
Prof Alan Brent 
 
Contact details: 
Roman Votteler 
Cell: +27 73 4431973 
E-mail: votteler.roman@gmail.com 
  
School of Publ ic Leadership  
x  
Sustainable Development  
www.spl .sun.ac.za  
   
Centre for Renewable and Sustainable Energy Studies  
www.crses.sun.ac.za  
 
Sustainabil ity Inst itute  
www.sustainabi li tyinstitute.net  
 
Sustainability Institute, PO Box 162, Lynedoch, Stellenbosch, 7603 x South Africa 
Prof Alan Brent: Tel: +27 (0) 21 881 3952; (0) 82 468 5110 Fax: +27 (0) 21 881 3294 E-mail: acb@sun.ac.za 
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Study Overview 
Part 1 – (past) analyzed the macroeconomic influences at the moment and in the future on 
the market of renewables with mining locations in South Africa 
Part 2 - (now) reveals the criteria mining corporations use to evaluate possible on-site 
electricity sources. 
Part 3 – (later) creates a model, which uses the criteria to analyze and compare different 
sources. The model will be implemented with real-time data of companies realizing on-site 
electricity projects. 
 
 
Benefits for mining company 
x A more structured and optimized understanding to select the best possible on-site 
electricity source, especially towards new technologies like renewables 
x Evaluation of strength and weaknesses of different on-site electricity generation 
sources, based on own criteria 
x A comparison analysis of present sources (diesel generators) to renewable sources 
(solar pv; wind; battery storage; +hybrid with diesel generators) 
 
 
 
Interview guide 
Obtaining feedback from professionals of the business is vital to the research process. 
Your responses are voluntary and are confidential. Responses will not be identified by 
individuals. All responses will be compiled together and analysed as a group. It should 
take about 45 minutes of your time. I would appreciate it, if you are taking the time to 
complete the following survey with me. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Mine Specific 
 
1.1. What is your position in the company? 
 
1.2. What type of resources are you mining? 
1.2.1. Where would you see most potential for renewables and why? 
 
1.3. Have you got mines that are not grid connected or use on-site generations on a 
consistent base? 
 
1.4. What is your yearly range of average electricity consumption at mining locations? 
1.4.1. Baseload consumption? 
1.4.2. Load factors? 
 
1.5. How much per cent are electricity cost from your total production cost? 
 
1.6. Have you considered using renewables 
1.6.1. If yes, why did you realize it or why not? 
1.6.2. When was it? 
 
1.7. Is the mining location(s) grid connected 
1.7.1. If yes, how much is the price per Kw/h to Eskom at the moment? 
1.7.2. How much per cent of your total electricity consumption does Eskom supply? 
1.7.3. How much do you produce on your own? 
 
1.8. What are your present on-site electricity sources? 
1.8.1. What is the Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE)10 price per R/kWh on how 
many years? 
1.8.2. What is the initial investment cost per kW? 
1.8.3. What is the operating electricity cost (R/kWh)?  
                                            
10 This method considers the predicted lifetime-generated energy and estimates a price 
per unit of electricity produced (R/kWh). It includes the initial capital, discount rate, as well 
as the costs of continuous operation, fuel, and maintenance. 
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2. Main part 
 
Manual 
The main part of the interview will be in form of a post-it / mind-map session. The 
respondent is encouraged to mention every criterion he / she can think of. The criterion 
should be as precise as possible. In addition, the respondent will be encouraged to create 
sub-criteria to assure a detailed illustration. The following Figure serves as a visual 
example. 
 
 
Type of electricity source to be evaluated 
The purpose of this section of the interview is to reveal the criteria according to which 
XXXXXX is evaluating possible electricity sources for a mining location. The point of view 
should be from the planning process of a new mining location, where different sources are 
investigated to find the most effective one.  
 
To be able to use the same criteria for the evaluation, the on-site electricity-generating 
source should have the following characteristics (scenario): 
 
x Be its own entity and able to produce electricity by itself (including fuel) 
x Own investment without third parties (focus on technology; not business model) 
x Possible example sources: diesel generator, Solar Pv; Wind turbine; Eskom  
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Points to keep in mind 
1. Identify main criteria categories (Financial; Operational…) 
2. Evaluation criteria  
x Can the criteria be explained in more detail to reveal possible sub-criteria. 
x Detailed description of the criterion’s purpose 
x How is the criterion measured 
3. Possible links between criteria 
 
 
3. Conclusion 
 
The mind map that was created during this interview will be used to create a decision tree 
as presented in an example figure underneath. Reason for the transformation is that 
certain statistical requirements in the inter criteria relationships have to be met. 
 
Would it be acceptable for you to confirm the created decision tree, to confirm that it 
reflects your evaluation criteria. It will be sent to you via e-mail within the next two weeks.  
 
 
x Which information from this field of research would you be interested in? 
What are the key factors influencing the choice of on-site electricity generation technology by mines in South Africa
Financial LCOE
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x Would you say research is of value to generate more clarity, as the topic of renewables 
is still relatively new 
x Have you got any further suggestions for my study? Is there anything you would 
alternate? 
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Addendum C: Semi-structured questionnaire 
for electricity sources data  
 
 
 
 
  
22 June 16 
Interview 
To reveal the data of different on-site energy resources 
options for mining operations in South Africa 
PhD Student: Roman Votteler 
Supervisor:  
Prof Alan Brent 
 
Contact details: 
Roman Votteler 
Cell: +27 73 4431973 
E-mail: votteler.roman@gmail.com 
 
  
School of Publ ic Leadership  
x  
Sustainable Development  
www.spl .sun.ac.za  
   
Centre for Renewable and Sustainable Energy Studies  
www.crses.sun.ac.za  
 
Sustainabil ity Inst itute  
www.sustainabi li tyinstitute.net  
 
Sustainability Institute, PO Box 162, Lynedoch, Stellenbosch, 7603 x South Africa 
Prof Alan Brent: Tel: +27 (0) 21 881 3952; (0) 82 468 5110 Fax: +27 (0) 21 881 3294 E-mail: acb@sun.ac.za 
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Study Overview 
Part 1 – (past) analyzed the macroeconomic influences at the moment and in the future on 
the market of renewables with mining locations in South Africa 
Part 2 - (past) reveals the criteria mining corporations use to evaluate possible on-site 
electricity sources. 
Part 3 – (now) creates a model, which uses the criteria to analyze and compare different 
sources. The model will be implemented with real-time data of a company realizing on-site 
electricity projects. 
 
 
Planned outcome 
x A more structured and optimized understanding to select the best possible on-site 
electricity source, especially towards new technologies like renewables 
x Evaluation of strength and weaknesses of different on-site electricity generation 
sources, based on the criteria of mining corporations 
x A comparison analysis of present sources (diesel generators; gas turbines ) to hybrid-
renewable sources (solar pv; wind) 
 
 
 
Interview guide 
Obtaining feedback from professionals of the business is vital to the research process. 
Your responses are voluntary and are confidential. If you wish, your responses will stay 
anonymous and will not be identified under the companies name XXX. It should take about 
45 minutes of your time. I would appreciate it, if you are taking the time to complete the 
following survey with me. 
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4. Introduction 
 
4.1. In which energy-generating sources are you specialized in? 
 
4.2. On what size of projects do you focus on? 
 
4.3. Do you see the market for renewables with mining corporations increasing or 
decreasing? 
 
4.3.1. Why? 
 
4.4. Where would you see the need for more improvement to increase the market of 
on-site renewables at mining locations? Education, technological improvement 
etc? 
 
4.5. Assuming that a hybrid source with a constant 10MW base load capacity is 
producing on full capacity for 24h, what are the supplying ratios and the capacity 
size of each source? 
 
4.5.1. Hybrid Solar PV / Diesel generator  
____% / ____% ; ____MW / ____MW 
4.5.2. Hybrid Wind turbines / Diesel generator 
____% / ____% ; ____MW / ____MW 
4.5.3. Hybrid Geothermal / Diesel generator 
____% / ____% ; ____MW / ____MW 
4.5.4. Hybrid Solar PV / Eskom 
____% / ____% ; ____MW / ____MW 
4.5.5. Hybrid Wind turbines / Eskom 
____% / ____% ; ____MW / ____MW 
4.5.6. Hybrid Geothermal / Eskom 
____% / ____% ; ____MW / ____MW  
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5. Main part 
 
The main part of the interview will be directed to gather the data for each selected on-site 
energy-generating source to the criteria in Table 1. The criteria are revealed from and 
used by mining corporations to evaluate possible on-site energy generating sources.  
 
Table 1: Evaluation criteria 
Economy 
Investment 
cost 
Operating and 
maintenance 
costs 
Prediction of 
fuel costs 
Prediction of 
initial 
investment 
costs 
Levelised 
electricity cost  
Net present 
value 
 
Technology 
Efficiency Safety Implementation 
period 
Reliability Maturity Service level  
Environment 
CO2 emission Noise Land 
requirement 
    
Social 
Job creation Corporate 
image 
Effect on 
community 
    
 
As some data would vary from location to location, the average values (experience) for 
projects in South Africa should be provided. For wind generation an annual power density 
of 600 W/m2 is assumed. For solar PV an annual sum of horizontal irradiation of at least 
2000 kWh/m2 is assumed. The capacity of each project should amount to 10MW, to 
assure comparability. The following energy sources are of interest: 
x Diesel generator 
x Hybrid diesel generator / Solar PV 
x Hybrid diesel generator / Wind turbines 
x Hybrid diesel generator / Geothermal “Hot dry rock” 
x Gas turbines 
x Hybrid Eskom / Solar PV 
x Hybrid Eskom / Wind turbines 
x Hybrid Eskom / Geothermal “Hot dry rock” 
The combined values are calculated according to the percentage contribution of electricity 
supply or project size ratios to provide a 10MW capacity operating 24h. 
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5.1. Economy 
5.1.1. What is the initial investment cost? 
Investment Cost Includes all costs regarding the planning, purchase and installation of the electricity 
source  
Initial investment cost = Currency / kW No repetition is needed if values are identical 
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______ kW _______ kW _______ kW _______ kW _______ kW 
 
5.1.2. What are the operating & maintenance costs? 
Operating & 
Maintenance Costs 
 
Costs entail employee’s salaries, and the products and services for the system 
operation. Maintenance costs assure that the system is in operating condition, to 
prolong the system life and avoid failures that cause downtime.  
O&M costs = Currency / kW per year No repetition is needed if values are identical 
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______ kW _______ kW _______ kW _______ kW _______ kW 
 
5.1.3. What are the fuel costs? 
Fuel costs The cost of fuel to power the electricity source 
Fuel costs = Currency / kWh No repetition is needed if values are identical 
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______ 
kWh 
_______ 
kWh 
_______ 
kWh 
_______ 
kWh 
_______ 
kWh 
 
5.1.4. Where do you expect the fuel costs to be in 5 years? 
Prediction of Fuel 
Costs 
Provides a prediction of the fuel price consumed by the electricity source to produce 
electricity 
Fuel costs = Currency / kWh or %  No repetition is needed if values are identical 
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______ 
kWh 
_______ 
kWh 
_______ 
kWh 
_______ 
kWh 
_______ 
kWh 
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5.1.5. Where do you expect the initial investment costs to be in 5 years? 
Prediction of initial 
investment costs 
This criterion provides an estimation of how the initial investment cost will develop. If 
the technology is relatively new, possible price drops can be expected. 
Initial investment cost = Currency / kW or % No repetition is needed if values are identical 
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______ kW _______ kW _______ kW _______ kW _______ kW 
 
5.1.6. What are the current levelized electricity costs? 
Levelized Electricity Cost  Measures the Rand cost per kWh including all costs occurring from 
the initial investment till the end of the predicted life-time, which is 
put into relation to the projected output of kWh in the same time-
span.  
LEC = Currency / kWh No repetition is needed if values are identical 
 
PCI = Own Initial investment  
DEP = Depreciation 
INT = Interest paid 
DR = Discount Rate 
LP = Loan Payment 
AO = Annual operations costs (Fuel; O&M) 
TR = Tax Rate 
RV = Residual Value 
SDR = System Degradation Rate 
AOE = Annual Operating cost escalation 
N = Number of Years 
Diesel Generator Solar PV Wind turbines Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______ kWh _______ kWh _______ kWh _______ kWh _______ kWh 
PCI = __________  
DEP = __________ 
INT = __________ 
DR = __________ 
LP = __________ 
AO = __________ 
TR = __________ 
RV = __________ 
SDR = __________ 
AOE = __________ 
N = __________ 
PCI = __________  
DEP = __________ 
INT = __________ 
DR = __________ 
LP = __________ 
AO = __________ 
TR = __________ 
RV = __________ 
SDR = __________ 
AOE = __________ 
N = __________ 
PCI = __________  
DEP = __________ 
INT = __________ 
DR = __________ 
LP = __________ 
AO = __________ 
TR = __________ 
RV = __________ 
SDR = __________ 
AOE = __________ 
N = __________ 
PCI = __________  
DEP = __________ 
INT = __________ 
DR = __________ 
LP = __________ 
AO = __________ 
TR = __________ 
RV = __________ 
SDR = __________ 
AOE = __________ 
N = __________ 
PCI = __________  
DEP = __________ 
INT = __________ 
DR = __________ 
LP = __________ 
AO = __________ 
TR = __________ 
RV = __________ 
SDR = __________ 
AOE = __________ 
N = __________ 
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5.1.7. What is the Net Present Values? 
Net Present Value 
 
A financial method to define the total present value of a series of annually cash 
inflows/outflows during the life-span. The cash flows are discounted back to its 
present and added up. The final present amount is compared to the initial investment 
costs.  
NPV = Currency amount 
No repitition needed as same values than previouse 
querstions 
  
x -C0 = Own Initial investment 
x C = Cash flow (o&m + fuel + loan payment - residual 
value + interest paid – tax savings) 
x r = Discount rate 
x T = Time 
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______ 
kWh 
_______ 
kWh 
_______ 
kWh 
_______ 
kWh 
_______ 
kWh 
 
5.2. Technology 
5.2.1. How would you rate the safety for people working with the facility? 
Safety Safety relates to the degree of safety for employees working on site 
(1) Frequently occurring incidents to hospitalize workers 
(2) In between 1 and 3 
(3) Severe injuries to hospitalize worker can occur sparingly 
(4) In between 4 an 5 
(5) Occurring incidents force worker to rest at home 
(6) In between 5 and 7 
(7) The hard work causes frequent light injuries, but work can be continued  
(8) In between 7 and 9 
(9) Sparingly occurring incidents with light injuries 
(10) In between 9 and 11 
(11) No incidents of any form are expected during lifetime of the system 
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______  _______  _______  _______  _______  
5.2.2. How long would you estimate the average implementation period? 
Implementation 
Period  
States the amount of time needed to realize the project from planning to first date of 
operation 
Implementation period = monthes or years No repetition is needed if values are identical 
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______ 
months 
_______ 
months 
_______ 
months 
_______ 
months 
_______ 
months 
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5.2.3. What is the capacity factor? 
Reliability 
 
Is defined as the capacity of a system to performed as designed and planned. Stated 
as the capacity factor (i.e. the ratio of the actual power output to the theoretical 
maximum power output from the technology over a period of time) 
capacity factor = %  
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______ % _______ % _______ % _______ % _______ % 
 
5.2.4. How would you evaluate the maturity of the different technologies? 
Maturity 
 
Refers to the development stage of the technology. The stages range from “only 
tested in laboratories” to “close to reaching the theoretical limits of efficiency” 
(1) only performed in pilot plants, where the demonstrative goal is linked to the experimental one, referring to 
the operating and technical conditions 
(2) between 1 and 3 
(3) available on the market, but the improvement rate in coming years is expected to be very high 
(4) between 3 and 5 
(5) well established in the market but further efficiency improvements are expected 
(6) between 5 and 7 
(7) technologies that could be still improved but are close to maximum efficiency 
(8) between 7 and 9 
(9) close to reaching the theoretical limits of efficiency. 
(10) between 9 and 10 
(11) technological plateau is reached 
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______  _______  _______  _______  _______  
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5.2.5. How would you evaluate the service level for the different sources available in 
South Africa? 
Service Level 
 
Measures the availability of experts and spare parts to repair damaged equipment in 
South Africa.   
(1) More than 4 weeks 
(2) 4 weeks 
(3) 3 weeks 
(4) 2 weeks 
(5) 1 week 
(6) 4 days 
(7) 3 days 
(8) 2 days 
(9) 1 day 
(10) less than 1 day 
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______  _______  _______  _______  _______  
 
5.3. Environment 
5.3.1. What is the amount of CO2 emitted by the on-site electricity source? 
CO2 Emission 
 
Measures the emission of a colourless, odourless and tasteless gas, which is mainly 
emitted through the combustion of coal, oil and gas.  
kgCO2/kWh  No repetition is needed if values are identical 
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______  _______  _______  _______  _______  
 
5.3.2. What is the noise volume produced by the 1MW on-site source? 
Noise Is the machine-created sound that disrupts human and animal daily life 
If the combined value is not known, the louder on-site source is counted 
Decibel = dB/kW  No repetition is needed if values are identical 
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______  _______  _______  _______  _______  
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5.3.3. What is the land requirement for a 1MW project size? 
Land requirement The amount of land the electricity source requires for a certain capacity  
The combined value is used. 
Square meter = m2  No repetition is needed if values are identical 
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______  _______  _______  _______  _______  
 
5.4. Social 
5.4.1. How many jobs are created by for 1MW? 
Job creation The amount of people employed during the life-time cycle of a energy system 
Number of jobs created  No repetition is needed if values are identical 
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______  _______  _______  _______  _______  
5.4.2. How would you evaluate the impact of the electricity source on the corporate 
image? 
Corporate Image The possible impact of the electricity source on the corporate identity in the minds of 
diverse publics, such as customers, investors and employees 
(1) Negative influence through public media 
(2) In between 1 and 3 
(3) Negative influence within the industry 
(4) In between 3 and 5 
(5) Negative influence on business partners 
(6) In between 5 and 7 
(7) Negative influence within the own company 
(8) In between 7 and 9 
(9) No impact 
(10) In between 9 and 11 
(11) Positive influence within the own company 
(12) In between 11 and 13 
(13) Positive influence on business partners 
(14) In between 13 and 15 
(15) Positive influence within the industry 
(16) In between 15 and 17 
(17) Positive influence through public media 
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______  _______  _______  _______  _______  
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5.4.3. How would you evaluate the impact on the surrounding community?  
Effect on community A possible impact on the surrounded residents, after the mine has to be closed. The 
community could further utilize the electricity source. 
 Please specify, in case several options per source are suitable 
(1) The pollution is negatively affecting the health standards  
(2) In between 1 and 3 
(3) No affect on health, but factors like noise lowering quality of life 
(4) In between 3 and 5 
(5) No impact 
(6) In between 5 and 7 
(7) Uplift community, by leaving a source of electricity after mine closure 
(8) In between 7 and 9 
(9) Uplift community by leaving electricity source and increase quality of life 
Diesel 
Generator 
Solar PV Wind 
turbines 
Geothermal Eskom 
 
_______  _______  _______  _______  _______  
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Addendum D: Post-it-sessions 
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Addendum E: Mining interviews to identify 
value function and importance weight 
 
 
 
Roman Votteler 
Interview 
  A Multi Criteria Decision 
Analysis model adapted to 
mining corporations to 
select electricity generating 
sources  
 
12 August 2015 1 
Roman Votteler 
Agenda 
12 August 2015 2 
 
1. The research project 
• Research structure  
2. The Interviews 
① To reveal the data of different on-site energy resources  
② To reveal the preference and importance of the evaluation criteria 
 
3. The Outcome 
 
 
Roman Votteler 
01 
12 August 2015 1 
The Research Project 
Roman Votteler 
12 August 2015 4 
1 2 
Technology data 
• Diesel generator 
• Hybrid diesel generator / Solar PV 
• Hybrid diesel generator / Wind turbines 
• Hybrid diesel generator /Geothermal 
• Eskom 
• Hybrid Eskom / Solar PV 
• Hybrid Eskom / Wind turbines 
• Hybrid Eskom / Geothermal  
 
 
 
 
 
Part 1 – (past) analyzed the macroeconomic influences at the moment and in 
the future on the market of renewables with mining locations in South Africa 
 Self-Generation (Own investment) 
Roman Votteler 
12 August 2015 7 
1 2 
Interview 1 (11.02.2015) 
Point 2 
Point 1 
Point 3 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 
Value scale 
Euro per kW 
Ini al investment cost 
• Solar Diesel Hybrid = EUR 100 kW 
• Diesel Generator  = EUR 50 kW 
• Wind Diesel Hybrid = EUR 88kW 
 
Descending 
Roman Votteler 
10MW capacity 
12 August 2015 5 
1 2 
Research Structure 
Part 1 – (past) analyzed the macroeconomic influences at the moment and in 
the future on the market of renewables with mining locations in South Africa 
Part 2 – (past) reveals the criteria mining corporations use to evaluate possible 
on-site electricity sources. 
Part 3 – (now) creates a MCDA model, which uses the criteria to analyze and 
compare different sources.  
Economy Investment Cost 
  Operating & Maintenance Costs 
  Fuel costs 
  Prediction of Fuel Costs 
  Predictio  of i itial invest ent costs 
  Levelized Electrici y Cost  
  Annual cost of electricity 
  Net Present Value 
    
 Technology Safety 
  Implementation Period  
  Capacity factor 
  Maturity 
  Service Level 
    
Environment CO2 Emission 
  Noise 
  Land requirement 
    
Social Job creation 
  Corporate Image 
  Effect on community 
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Roman Votteler 
12 August 2015 8 
Interview 2 (18.02.2015) Ini al investment cost 
1 2 
 €  100  
 €  75  
 €  50  
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
 €  50   €  55   €  60   €  65   €  70   €  75   €  80   €  85   €  90   €  95   €  100  
Sec on 1  Sec on 2 
Roman Votteler 
12 August 2015 9 
Interview 2 (18.02.2015) 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 
Value scale 
Euro per kW 
Ini al investment cost 
Wind Diesel 
Hybrid 
Diesel 
generator 
Solar Diesel 
Hybrid 
1 2 
Roman Votteler 
12 August 2015 10 
Interview 2 (18.02.2015) 
Step 2: Rela ve Importance 
1 2 
Roman Votteler 
12 August 2015 11 
The Outcome 
1. Outcome – Score ra ng for each alterna ve 
Alterna ve a = criterion sore 1 + criterion score 2 + criterion score n + ….. 
 
Criterion score = (value scale score) *(rela ve weight)   
 
1 2 
0 
20 
40 
60 
80 
100 
50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 
Value scale 
Euro per kW 
Wind Diesel 
Hybrid 
Diesel 
generator 
Solar Diesel 
Hybrid 
Roman Votteler 
12 August 2015 12 
The Outcome 
2. Outcome – Comparison of alterna ves according to scoring matrix 
1 2 
Roman Votteler 
11 November 2014 
 
13 
Type  Value  Type  Value 
Project size in kW  10000 
Annual change of fuel 
costs in % 7% 
Deprecia on rate  15% 
O & M cost escalation in 
% 2% 
Tax rate  28% 
Annual system 
degradation 1% 
Discount rate  10% 
Project ratio Diesel 
Solar 1:0,75  
Dept percentage  50%  Wind 1:0,85  
Equity percentage  50%  Geothermal 1:0,85 
Years of loan payment  10 
Project ratio Eskom 
Solar 1:0,95 
Cost of debt  13,4%  Wind 1:0,95 
Number of years  20  Geothermal 1:0,95 
Roman Votteler 
12 August 2015 
 
14 
Let’s get started 
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Addendum F: Example of data collection 
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Addendum G: Price scenario of carbon tax on 
Eskom tariff 
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Addendum H: Definition of importance weights 
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